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FOREWORD
1

The three papers that comprise this report were prepared under
Exploratory Development Task Area P755.522.002 CMethodology for Developing/
Evaluating Navy.Training Proirams). The papers were presented by personnel
from the Navy Personnel Research and Development-Center at tbe Triservice
Conference'on Reading and Readability Research in the Armed ServiceS held in
October 1975. The Commanding Officer and'Technical Director of NAVPERSRANDCEN
were.represented at that conference by Dr. Edwin G. Aiken.

Appreciation is expressed to Dr. Marshall J. Farr of the Office of Naval
Research, who acted ds technical monitor for the conference and its pro-
ceedings, and to"the staff of the Western Division of the Human Resources
Research Organization, who conducted the conference.

J. J. CLARKIN
Commanding Officer
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SUMMARY

In October 1975, a triiervice Conference on Reading and Readability
Research in the Armed Services was held at the Naval Postgraduate School in
Monterey, California. The Navy was represented by the Navy Personnel
Research and Development Censer (NAVPERBRANDCEN) and the Naval Air Systems
Command;.the Air Force by the Human Resources Laboratory; and the Army.by
the Army Research Institute fothe Behavioral and Social Sciences. The
Personnel and Training Research Programs Division of,the Office of Naval 4

Research acted on behalf of the threelaervices in contracting with the
Human Resources Research Organizatioa to conduct the conference.

Personnel from NAVPERSRANDCEN made three presentations at the conierence.
The first provided an historical perspective On literacy trainlng in the
Navy. the secOnd presented an overview of current research onlliteracy
In the Navy, with par'ticular emphasis on fecent work at the Center. The
last addressed the area of readability and comprehensibility research in,
the Navy. /

These papers are forwarded*by.this'report since it-is felt that-the
k

papers are of sufficiently wide interest in the Naval Service to justify% `-

extracting'them from the overall Conference Proceedings for separate dis-
tribution.
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Problem

INTRODUCTION

The sdccess pfliavy education and training.programs rests not only on
aasuring a systematic approach to instrUctional desigh and delivery, but also .

on impraving the match between'the entering skilks of the students and the
requireMentsofheircurr cula Language-skills, notably reading, are among
'the mast fundamental prereq te skills, covering virtually every course tif
)1avy instruciipn and most Navy jobs. Closely related tareading sktlli is
the readability'of the materials dealt with in class and at work. Protlema .

relafing to both reading skills and readability have been documenied nany
times over a wide span of years. There is a need to obtain both an.historical
perspective-on Navy literacy problems and a contemporary loOk at Navy .research

4. and development in the .irea. The present report-pravidea ample data And
.theary'on.all the principal idsues.

Background
-

This report derives from a tridezid.ce conferente held iwOctober 1975
'at Monterey, California. The three.papers included in tiAa report make Up
the contribution of NAVPERSRANDCEN personnel to that conference. Papers
fram.the other services, plus remarks by consultants., can .be found in _the
overall-proteedings.of the tonference:1

The CenEr participants divided the area-into an historical perspective
on literacy training in the Navt, literacy research n'the Navy, and.read-
ability research in the Na* 4,1i-effOrt 'was nade to includeconsideration
of long-standing and current prObiladb. conceptual issues, and representa-
tive examples of data from ongoing Navy research programs.

Purpose
4

The'purpose of thia report IS to make these papers available on a wide-
spread basis. They are summarized below and presented *full in the follow ng

%-pectIons.

* "Uisearical Per ive on Literacy Training in-the NavY"

The first paper was prepared by Dr. John D. Fletcher. The author .

-\o

divides Navy historyron this subject into fwo areas; before and'after 1943.
: Up to 1943, the incyeasing importance of literacy among enlisted personnel is

related to technological advances, the duties of the ChaplaidCorps, the
appearance of enlisted andbooks, the use of written screening testi, and
literacy.training in a Navy prison rehabilitation program. After 1943,
pecial in-service programs began to appear. These became progressively
re sophisticated in terms of curricular content, individualization, student

1Sticht, T. G., snd Zapf, D. W. (Ed s.
Research in the Armed Services.

8.
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selection, evaluation,'and supporting research. !Fletcher makes it clear
that _support for stich trograms varied directly with quality declines in the'
manpower pool, response to special programs Such a4Project 100,000 and,
most particularly,:mobtlization. The aethor feels that con4nued support
pf literacy training by the Navy depends on the development of the concept
of job-related or functional literacy training.

"Literacy Research in the Navy"

The second paper was preparedaby De: Thomas Mi Duffy. 'The author
begins by characterizing current concerfts with literacy levels in the Navy
as turning on-the apparent.large discrepancy between personnel reading
ability and the reading diffiFulty of much Navy\technical writing. He then
proceeds to present data frombtwo'recent tigations'carriecyout at the
Navy personnel Research and DevelopmenE Center. The first, a study that
compares reading skills with the difficulty of rcruit and apprentice school
reading materials, shows that there'is a clear skill deficit in about 1 in
5 recruits. Further analyses relate recruit reading levels to basic tdse
battery scores, amount of education, race, and the probability of attri-
tion from recruit training. The second study examines reading skills in a
sample of-Navy Class "A" School-students. When'reading skill was compared
to the reading difficulty the manuals writeen for each of the "A" School -

ratings, some schools were found to have large numbers of men with reading /

deficits. Further analyses indicated'that weekly test scores in some-"A"
Schools are more.accurately predicted from a knowledge of a trainee's reading ,

ability than from his basic test battery scores or a-nonverbal measure of
general intellectua/ ability:4P Reading skill appears to be most predictable

.in schools with.a high proportion of low-ability readers. Ducfy continues
his paper with a review of ciirrept Navy/Marine Corps literacy(training_pro-
grams: Four programs are cp6pared on several student and instructional"
variables, and at is shown that,'despite wide differences on these vari- .

ables, the reading gain scores for all programs are approximately the same.
The reasons for this and mbans for increasing the impact of literacy training -

programs in the Navy are then discussed. The paper contludes with some
preliminary data on predictors of success in-reading training.

"Readability Research in the Navy"

The last papelr-was prepared by Dr. homas,E. Curran. The author
reports dn his'state-of-the-art survey on he readability and comprehensibility
of xechnical materials. First, he compare the 8istribution'of Navy recruit
reading skills with the distribution of the ieading difficulty of 185 Navy'
rate training manuals. .A clear mismatch is apparent, with difficulty ex-
ceeding ability: Next, he considers the-problems 1141sociated with measuring
the readability.:of text and describes theajor formulas and procedures.
Parblcular attention is given tothe probleff`of.technical terminology in
such,measures and to ;the distinction tha#must b'e drawn between readability
andvjmprehensibility. Curran points out that, although-the readability
o f a passage can be adequately-indexed from existing formulas dealing with
"countable"'features of the writing,:..as of this time, only the performance
of a group of subjects on a nost-reading teSt can deterthine its cbmprehen-
:sibility. :He concludes this section with a discussion of means for specifying
the reading requirements of Navy jobs. Curran next reviews reseaich on the

a
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production'of readable writing.- Advice.from writers' style 'guides is
compared and found to be in cOnsidekable disagreement. Curran presents a
diagram of the iterative relationship that should hold-between the predic-
tion and the production of readable writing. The paper concludes,with a
review of existing and developing procedures for automating the predictiOn
process. These include the Navy Autonated,Counter; the Automated Readability
Index; the Reading Ease Absessment Device; the'Computer Aided Revising,
Editing, and Translating System; and the Technical Review and Update of
Manuals and Publications SysteM.

,L7
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON fITERACY TRAINING IN THE NAVY

J. D. Fletcher 0

History seems to be not so much a recoid a what has happened as'a record
_

of what we remember, and any historical perspective is,most probably'a per-
spectIve on perspectives. This ill certainly true of Vie current historical
perspective on flteracy training in the Navy. Because of the subjective" .

nature of,fthe'data,that support it, this perspectiv e. is.divided into twd .

parts: a very brief part dealin&-With all of Navy history-prior to'1943
and a more extensive part beginning in 1943 and ending with the present.
Further, very little information is presented ran readability and technical
writing. Historical information oh thesa.topics douetless exists, but it
is buried in the instructions and official lorrespondence of the NavY.Deparq
ment. I ,,

) .
. . : .. . .

A comprehensive, thoroughly satisfactory definition oeliteracy training./.

...44
was not attempted in this report.. Arough deeCr on of literacy training
as an attempt to bring personnel who read helowt 4.0'grade level up
to that level appears to serve fairly well the needs and scope of this

ort. /n the history of Navy training, this debcription emphasizes
tra ing for enlisted men irho are in their firs't tour of duty.

Literac Training Before 1943 , .

EnlIted personnel are, ai Best, neglected in military histories. Battles,
tactics, and technologies tend to be record tn some detail, but the ability
and character of, the.enlisted force that-a asic ta\any military service, .

are often obscured,* the statistics of ma erssupply, loss, and demand.
If it is reasonable,to assume that enlisted personnel acquire a greater.'
aignificance as the technologidalAemands of their duties increaseithen,
their neglecr in histories of the United States Navy-is particularly re-
gretiable. It s difficult to read any account of enlisted life without
bringing away an impression thatNavy-du ies havAalways demanded sub-

C

systema aboareships obv o ased the-technological demands:13f dnlisted

stantial technologica apabiliti e introductton of. stsdin and electrical

Navy jobs as Cummings (1929),4pd (1973), P6tter (1913), and others have,
indicated, but discussions, such as those of uce (61890) ant, Niblack (1891),
of training pr blems that4isted in the ear,ier, sailing'fleet indicate .

t that substanti lly more than'disciplined res Onses to orders and knowledge
of nautical tefrtn1no1ogy were relevant.cibject..iyes in transforming "landsmen"
into seamen. Most of this traiaing was accomplished on-the-job fol/owing 1

the apprenti , journeyman, master craftsman model. °It required listening
but not read ng skills, and-it continued throughout a sailor's career.
Despite the redominance ef thia mode of training, there were stgnificant
efforts as early .as the firat half of the 19th century/to provide instruc-
tion in the basic skills of read ng, writing, and arithmetic to Navy per-

I

sonnel. (here was no land-baseItraining establishment at this time and
basic skills training toOk place entirely aboard ship, at dockside and
while'the.ship was underway. There Appear to be two primary reasons for
the eArly literacy training: the religious reform moyements of the1700's
and the assignment of teenage boys to the fleet. '6N

. -
- _ ._

1.
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Religious Reform

4
transformation in Western civilization took .place under the auspices pf.
he Enlightenment. Leaders of this movement placed great faith in human
reason backed by the findings of science and submitted to question all
authority.and absolute.standardi. As a.result, a sympathetic and.humani-
tarian outlook on the.condition of all men Was slMulated, especially by

,religi manliestations of this movement. Protestantism particularly
.ered an enlightened self-interest on :t,be part of its follower4 by em

phasizing gooctworks and the notion thap4very marpis his brother's keeper.
Heaven would be won and past wrotgs atoned for, if each man woUld firmly
embrace-religion and help.his fellow man,Ispecially.his less fortunate
fellow Man, to do th'i, same. Some members of-the Evangelical movement, whith
grew naturally from the nlightenment,°chose to tdcus theii interest oh the
sailors of the naVal anc erchantservide. Revivals were held, Sunday
schools were conductetir and tracts were distributed. With.the distribution
of the tracts came the-realization that the Mord of.God wai inaccessible to.
-many sailors because'they could noi read. Moreover, sailorsf moral welfare
appeared endangered because their lack of arithmetic skilldmade them easy
prey for the peddlers of prurience who were naturally drawn to the full °-
ISOcketbooks and .poorly eduEated minds of newly disembarked sailors: So it
Was that the first to minister' to the need for essential skills training
among Navy enlisted men were the early Navy chaplains (Langley, 1967).

The regulation of 1.892 described the chaplain's.duties as the followingf

In the late 17th century and during much of the 18th century, a'major

-TN}

He is to wad prayers at.stated periods; parform all
funeral ceremonies over such persons as may die in the
service, in the vessel to which he belongs; or, if directed
by the commandfng officer, over any person that may die
in any other public vessel.

.

2. He shall perform the duty of a schoolmaster; and
to that end he,shall instruct the midshipmen and
volunteers, in writing, arithmetic, and navigation, and
in whatsoever may contribute to render them .proficients.
He is likewise to teach the other youths of the ship,.
according to such brders as he shall.recelve from the
captain. He is to be diligent in his office and suak as
are idle must be represented to the captain,who shall

/11take notice thereof. (Burr; 1939, p. 111). .

, 'In addition to chaplains, there were schoolmasters and teachers:in the,
Navy (ai evidenced by the law ot March 1799 assigning.them three-twentieths
of prize money, which-was approgimately the amount assigned tip. warrant.,
officers) lut, in general, the schoolmasters madea poOr showing'. Alleia-
tions of sloth and drunkeness on their part rappear welfounded.
masters' dutiesivaried with their commanders, but they were genenall.y
charged with instrUcting the boys, apprentices, aria' midshipmen.a0Agnia
to sh'ips. The emp4yment of schoolmasters was never eTtensive itUthe NiAryl
and it gradually died out. HoWever, the historY ofNey chaplaink,is.far
more honorable than that of We Achoolmasters, and the Oaplain Corps

6
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/rest in essential skillslin truction for enlisted menmaintained ita
Ory og the Ni1Nry (Drury, 1.94 ). There was, of courser

h-=A-khod'in this instruction,. nd its success most probably
throughou .0%. to

little systematic V
rather than'cognitiye well? ing of its students.

keyed on the No?al
. ,

P
Apprentices 4

From-the
',sing of the Navy, there were boys aesigned to ships.

LeSinvA
i-tze their employment add treatment Oere embodied in ,theAttempts to Istelayset

Up in 1837, 1855, 1863, and 187. Of all the training
,ipprentice syatem

11, Spanish-American War., only the naval apRrentice program
0-0entures befot.e thve

for the modern Navy (Harrod, .1973). Denpite this fact,
provided a prptotlga

auffered unpromising beginnings. The sup effort failedthe apprentic
because appretlyAceOed

of'obtaining commissions were not fulfilled and
mutiny in-1842 on the training ahip SOMERS in which.beciuse of an al.leOarl,
of War was hanged', probably wrongfully (Langley, 1967).

son of the tecre010
The 1855 progk.a.

woofinr!trupted by the outbreak of the Civil War. The 1863
, 41 aecause apprenticeemere again disappointed in theft,

effort was unauGte,401vni
ssions. Howevet, the apprentice nystem continued

1.45P
6e

of obtatoing
of very seriOus problems the Navy wis experiencing in

tO be revived bOt4vAP5 with nattve-born seamen (e.g., Luce, 1874). In 1875 -

manning Aaericst1 st:oting
boys 14-18 Years of age to serve as apprentices

the Navy.betatl en1)'Oetretary
of the Navy emphasized that it was not the

4'hetel to Prepare toye for commissioning; the apprenticesobject of the
untilf age 21.

7J1 all the duties of sailors on a man-of-war, and, signi-
were to be trained tp receive an elementary English education (Harrod, 1973).
ficantly, they s/

-erev'kema, including the neglect of academic training, the'Despite numerpo pf/m
&meta to literacy training,-survived until it was

system, with to c
replaced in 190 bY

44 officially eatablished apprentice seaman rating with

a min age requicetnent of seventeen.
With this system evolved the proto-

-cr4it training.
type for todaywo re

Recrgit tr f4i0
0
d
4asIssentiall motivated by a need for standardie-

8 ,./ksmen and apPren ices for shipboard duty. A natural
tion in traintng

training that was employed very quickly after the
means for standardif,R4ized was the pub ication of drill books. Fullam's

Recruit's Hand
need for it wsa

r e cf 4nd McLean's aluei cket's Manual both appeared in
-4, sted until the 19.1 s and McLeans' manual is currently- )1 ,A

1902; Fullam's
b°0/co51tion. By General er 114 of November 1902, the Navy

u
in its nineteenth
nepaetment req

e
recruits to know e contents of the Recruit's Handy

OY o each. Fullam als ublished in 1902 the petty
Book and issued a c,
Officer's Dri1,1)1e. It

f
The appearance

these handbooks signaled the fact that oral instruc-
,ufficient for an enlarged Navy (cf. Harrod, 1973). Pre-

tion was no longer
sumahly thly fact tos already apParent. Some of the technical equipment

p

aboard Navy
Lhe beginning of the century was fairly sophisticated,ships A "

, -oat thprequIpment was accompanieeby essential manu-
and it seems ligetyje

on its; operation, maintenance, amd repair. However,

there appears to be
facturer's litt.tato

-.ttle ;ecord of the nature, preparation, and supply

1 3
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of this teChnical documentation. In any. case, .the appearance of the drillt
hooks siAnified an official expectation at seamen would be able to read,
and literacy effectively became a requii Navy skill.

\
.., a

,

-Despite a national requirement for literacy,, about 11.3 percent of the
United States_population in 190d'could be claseified.as illiterate (Harman,

N 3970). There were no systematic attempts to streen Navy recruits until 1925
(Harrod, 1973), and illiteracy among Navy personnerbecame increasingly
serious. Althaugh,there is no ,direc reference to this effect, the systema-.
tie screening-ha0egan in 1925 included written teats, successful perfor-
mance on whichrequited literitc5, It.seems likely then, That the incidence
of illiteracy in 'Or Navy was substantially teduceil bY the use of these -r

,

tests.
i c

.Aside from the work 'dethe chaulains, the only formal literacy training .

-that appears to have'been supported by 'the Navy in the period 1900-1943 wasi
in Portsmouth Prison where some effort was made to rehabilitate men who were
cla:sified and jailed as deserters because of their inability to read furlough
orders (Potter, 1910). These men would go on leave )2nd return on ',fiat they
Otought waa the appropriate date only to find.themselves scheduled for court-
martial.

Despite the screening protess begAn in 1925 and official policies for
their exclusion, illiteraies continued to appear in Navy billets through-
out the entire period Opecial Training Program, 1951). Other than the .

rehabilitation program at Portamouth Prison, no ofkicial efforts were made
to help these men achieve literacy. There was, and is, considerable unskilled
labor required in many fleet billets, and these men were typically assigned
to do this labor. As might be expecaed, rates of promotion and reenlistmat
among these men were not hi#h. DUring World War II, manpower supply began
to run substantially short of demand and in June 1943 the Navy reluctantly
agreed to accept its fair share of illiterates under.Selective Service,

Liieracy Training in 1943 and After

The Special Training Program

Although, prior to June 143, there was no ofticial recognition of
the fact that room would have to be made for enlisted personnel who could
neither read nor write, a great many men in this cateeery were already
serving in the Navy. Immediately after Pearl Harbor, recruiting stations
were releaaed from the obligation to administer the General Classification
Test (GCT) to applicants410, since this regulation remained in abeyance 4111

until theortart of 1945, rrilhy illiterates found their way into the Navy
throUgh011aditional recruiting channels (Special Training Program, 1951).
In Augunw1945, the Director of Training indicited some of the problems
the Navy and illiterates experienced witheach,Other in the follawing
summary:

1 4
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(1) At timns the period allowed for recruit training was
contracted by the demands of the service to four or five
weeks. Under these cirdumstances..the trainee was obliged
to acquire a large part of his i9struction thradth reading.
Iti,.was found thatiffit took approximately four'times as long
to train an illiterate to Perform an average Navy job as 'ft

4 did nne who could read.

(2) The esta ishment of a traiming program which did not

difficult aild expensive.. Experience showerthai it was

depend on t use of printed matter would e been both

simpler and more economical to teach Men tq read than
to.devise materials which did not require this-knowledge.

(3). The establishMent of a smootil adminiarativIkroutine.
was grossly complicated by the presence of-pow-Madera.,
A system for the rapid handling of records was a virtual
impossibility where men could not fill out information
blanks, pay reciptH, proficiency slips, allotmentoeards,
etcetera.

, (4) Sufficient 6ucation to read safety precautions was
essential fqr men working mith machineryl high explo-
'sfves, ind heay, cargo. Serious accidents were traced
directly to men's inability to read warnings and study
safety instruction.

(5) A social barrier of Berthas implications wtis found
to exist between literate and illiterate personnel.

(6) The administrative dualism resulting from putting
literates and illiterates togethdt caused confusion.
Literates tended to resent the long oral directions
which they had to listen to-for the sake of the
illegates in their number.

(7) A very large number of minor disciplinary problems
were the direct outgrowth of misunderstandings caused by
inability to read station orders, watch bills, leave and
liberty regulations, and safety instructions.

(8) An inability to read and,write letters constituted among
illiterates a serious morale-problem and,consequent
obstacle to satisfactory adjustment to.naval life.
It became increasingly evident that a knowledge of
reading and writing helped to overcome a feeling of'
inferiority and tended to develop initiative, aggre10--
siveness, and more willing acceptance to the conditions
of military life. (Special Training Program, 1951,
pp. 2-3)
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Despite this analysis which was written after the fact, there Is
substantial evidence that auehomities .wrere reluctant to accept responsibility
for setting up a special literacy program long after the need for such a

. program became obvious. However, as the situation gradually worsened, the
Navy stumbled into a situation that required recognition of the need for
a special lireracy program. On 30 September 1943, the Naval Training
Section in Norfolk; Virginia reported that illiterates were being received

-.from boot camps in increasing numbers. Since all the facilities ai this
section were need for the destroyer and destroyer escott training programs,
permission was requested to transfer these personnel to the Naval Training .

Section at Bainbridge, Maryland for further instruction. Evidently, the
permission was granted without due copsideration of the practical Consequences
caUthis decision. The result was that Bainbridge found itself deluged wi0
illiterates'and appealed to ta Bureprof Naval Personnel for help. The,
immediate response of the Bureau was-to cancel the permission that had pre-
viouely; been granted to Norfolk. However, as a result of these events,
the need for special literacy training was brought to command attention
(Special Training-Program; 1951).

A

The presence of a growing body of illiterates in theNavy created
a training problem that it was totally unprepared to face. Luckily, as
a thorough review of World War II literacy training programs bx Fattu,
Mech, and Standlee (1953)'shows, the foundation for Solving this problem
had been laid' much earlier by the work of the Civilian Conservation,Coips
(CCC).

10

The CCC was established in March 1933 primarily as a means for providing
productive employment fo g men during the depression. Although it was
administere4 by the Army ghout its 9-year existence, much'use was made
of pnofessional educators eveloping and gtfiding the educational phases
of the program. The CCC education program was secondary to the work pro-
gram, and the literacy pilIram was only a small part of the education pro-
gram. It was created to servo the estimated 6 percent of CCC enrollees who
were functionally illiteratesin the camp life situation (Couch, 1944).
Nevertheless, the literacy training program did exist as 4n identifiable

(I,\
entity, and it served as a foundation for the development of similar progtams,
first by the Army in 1941 and later by the Navy in 1944 (Fattu et al., 1953).

//
The Army program was discussed by Heath (1946), who pointed out that

,

there were three distinct groups of i literates targeted by the Army pro-
gram: English-speaking illiterates, on-English-speaking illiterates,
and Oriental literates. Training wat tailored to the special needs of
each of these groups. The teaching program for the English-speaking
illiterates passed through five distinct phases. These phases were se-
quenced and a student had to master each phase before proceeding to more
advanced ones. Heath describes the phases as the following:

1. Consonants and Key Words- Sounds of the consonants were taught
in this phase by associating 21 key words with English consonants.

0
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2. Monosyliables and Vowels. Nonsense syllable such as ter, ker,
nub, etc. were initially taught in this phase in an effort lo train students
in the relationship between ortbograppy and sAnd.

,

)

3. Introduction of Polysyllables. (Students wer ught uo analy
polysyllables into momosylikbles,

/

/,;4. Sentence Structure-and Word Recognition:from Conte t. Furt
instrudtion in word attack was presented and instruction
sentences and learning (recognizing) words frr contexf was
phase.

in constructin
added in this

t

5. Composition and Expression. Stud nts were taillight to read
prepare military messages and personal letters 'in this phase. They wI
also taught the use of such basic resoutees as dictiOharies and teipholie.
directories. (

Diqcussion of the Army's literacy profram is elevant because, when the'
Navy finally faced the need to produce a'literacy training program,,it,
turned ih September 1943 to the Army for guidance, and the workbook
material developed for the Navytwas based on the five phases discuseed
aboVe.,

.

On 22 December 1943, the-immieent appearance of a special literacy
program for recruits was announced by the Navy. On 23 Deceniber 1943, cthe,t
Naval Training,Section at great Lakes, Illinois was diredted to prepare
fot the arrival on 3 Januaty i1.944 of an initial draft Of 420 white illitera4ea.

".

In March 1944, two Navy progaips for literacy were established: one at
Camp Peary, Virginia for Whites and one at Great Lakes for Blacks: Plans
for.the Camp Peary program called for a weekly input of uP to 500 trainees
with a total capacity of 6000. In fact, .the total enrollment at Camp Peary
quickly grew to 10,000 in April 1944 (Special Training Program, 1951).
Notably, both these programs were set up as an integral part of eecruit
training; no programs were established for illiterates who were already
in the Navy: At no time did the Bureau of Personnel formally accept re-
sponsibility for training illiterates who were above the recruit level;
however, informal support was given to commanders who wished to aid illi-
terates under their command with the dissemination of literacy training
materials throughout the fleet.

The curriculum that was initially devised for the literacy, programs
in early 1944 provided for only 133 hours of inptruction in reading and
writing an'd 73 hours of instruction in arithmetic, for a total of 205 hours
of instruction out of the 576 hours originally called for. However, by
January 1945 a considerably expanded and improved program had evolved.
Four basic assumptions not previously annunciated determined the form of
the Special Training Program, as it came to be called. First, it was a
training program for adults. Although unable to read and write, the trainees
came to the Navy having command of a well-established oral vocabulary
together with a fund of experience that put them beyond the appeal of
grade school readers. Second, the trainees were the products of a wide

1 7
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IP variety of environments, so that the only interests they could be expected'
, *

to have in common would grow out of their 11106 in the sarvice Third4 the
limitations on,time allowed for acquiring literacy made it mandatory that'
the program he rigidly functional in nature.A nominal proficiency gfade.
of 5.0.in reading and writing was establish& as,the teaching goal, but
the purpose behind the.program was stmply to qualify men to read, write,
and figure sufficiently well to performell essential Navy'Auties. Thus,
it 46s-expected that graduates of thetourse would be able ro read watch
lists and safety precautions, and would be ableto fill in beneficiarY

-slips and small stores chits. On the ocher hand, there would be no at empt
to indoctrinate trainees formally in suCh refinetents ascçapitaljlzatibn,
spelling; and punctuation. Fourth, it was assumed that le vastmajority
of instructors would be inekner.iemced in the type of tea hing expected ,

of them. They could be expected t rely unduly on lecture and hlackboard
methods and to encourage parrota-like memorization of lists cif wOrds without
develdping the skills of analysis and synthiesis'that are essent 1 to
.literacy (Special Trai Program,'1951). The-CCC literaCy ma erials
were called the Camp Li driesend the ArMy Materials were called the
Army Life, series, so naturally the wotkboOks,...basic readers, supplementary -

readers, tests, and teacher's manual developed for the Navy were called .

the Navy Life series. Private Pete was-rePlaced by".,Seaman Sam,

,Development of the program materials was described by Ross %1946):

In'Writing,ihis program, some radical departures
from the conventional were taken, because the,situation
and the nature of the students and instruc ors deMinded
them. For exampll,'a "reader" in the hand ,of an un-
trained instruccor'at the outset of the pr gram would
result in a sta(ic classroom situation in which the
students "read" orally in rotation, with prompting, until
the page has been.Q.rtually memorized", In the Navy Life
series, therefore, the first book.is not a "reader," bUt
a workbook-type taxt which forces the instructor down from
the platform among the student's. The first of.the readers
is not introduced until considerable reading ability is
developed through chart, blackboarjel, and workbook reading
experiences. When it is introduced, no new skills or
words are required for Some time, and thestudent can
read it easily for meaning. As a result, the student is
literate so far as the readers are concerned from his N:ery
first experience wi h them.

. .
. -

Comic hpoks are exceeded, in popularity.by no other
reading material'. So, later in the program; when ey can
he handled easilyt.cRmic books ire introduced fo td,

supervised classrfomisuplementary reading. Tli

regular commercial coMic.books, .carefully selected in
advance of publication, ant) then rewritten with A core
vocabulary basic to the Navy Life program. (p. 204)

1 8
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Notably the cornerstone of this program was not the basal readers,
which was probibly the case in civilian initial reading instruction, but
the program's two workbooks functionally entitled Navy Life Book I and

-Navy Life Book II. Both books were construCted on a;

4
ic vocabulary that

41derived first from words shown by research (what s
P11

research is not
in the record) to be an essential minimum for literacy, and then, to as
great an extent as possible; from naval terminology. Fans ?f Leonard
Bloomfield will be interested in Figure 1, which is the ftrst "story"
41at occurs in Navy Life Book I. The emphasis on the singlespelling
pattern "at" embedded in hat, mat, and sat will.seem very familiar to
those acclimated to Bloomfield's "Nan can fan Dan" (of. Bloomfield &
Barnhart, 1961). Extensive reliance was placed on illustrations to
indicate word meaning, but other devices such as a visual acuity test and
illustrations of phonetic similarity werealso used; It was assumed that,
by_teaching reading and writing simultaneously, growing in-oficiency in
either 'would increase.proficiency in the other. The material: in Navi-Life
Book I, which. contained 400 ilustrations, took as its.common denomitiator
barravks'life., which all trainees might be expected to have'in-common.

1 ,
)

IA the second volume, the emphasis ws gradually shifted from phonetic
e,lements to stllables and from illustrations to conttt a meani of fur-

a'
n shing clues to word meaning. The rigid cdigtrol ov the materialtLthat

racteriked Navy Life Book I was gradually relaxed.in BookII;idirwas
fina ly,loopened do that any student capable,of handling it would be able
to conduct independent ieaaing outside the classroom. 'Navy Life Book II
was also prepared' with the intention that it should be a useful adjunct
to regular recruit training, since it contained a good deal of incidental
information on such subjects aasemaphore, firefiihting, elementary naviga-
tion, naval customs,'guns, ship types, seamanship, naval terminology, and

. ,
personal hygiene. .

As it evolved, the curriculum was developed on a flexible scale
operating between the IlMits of 12 and 20 weeks. In other words, trainees
received periodic tests starting with the eleventh wAk, and abuld be
graduated any time thereafter-by showing that they had achieved the re-
quired level of literacy. The minimum overall time prescribed for the
course was 256 hourat- and the maximum time was 528. Wiehin this framework
the variation in the allowance,for,reading and writing ran from 129 to ,
312 hours, and for arithmetic, from 63 to 118 hours.

,



Iii this story.
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This is a hat:
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T hat .is on 4

3. That is a nia,.
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:14V 1 .1

e

7gailor sat on -tzanat.

al

The sailor sagon the hat.

Figure 1. The first story in the Navy Life workbook series.
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Selecrion.for ,the program depended on scores achieved on,diree
tests:

1: .The General Classification Test (GCT)--a test of general .

ability Which in 1945 was reintroduced and given'to all incoming personnel.
, ,

2. The Literacy Test (LIT)--a direct.measure of reading achievement

**.i

cOnststing of 44 items divided into three subtests: Wbid recognitio8r,

\aentence reading,i:and paragraph interpretation.

3. The Nonverbal Classification, Test (NVCT)--a reflection of the
'GCT adminispird in nonverbal terms through tile use of pictures and geometric
forms. The NVCT consisted vf 75 items divided into five subtests: picture
,analogiesi figure,adalogies, picture classifications(oppOsites), figure
clinsification-(opposites), and matrids (comparable to Raven's matrics).

I. 4g" 7idArPi,

Acreening procedure wasAccordiig to Hodges (1964), the followin

-

. -

"1. All' crults'scoring,less than a standard score of 35 on the,
-' Reading Test (thekQ, when the Reading ?est was discarded) of the Basic

Test Battery were ndministered the'bKr.

2. Men scoring 40 (equivalent to 5.0 grade level) or"better on the
'

LIT were Considered "liferate" ind sentnkto 'regular recruit training, and
those scoring below 40 oyhe LI e(given the NVCT.

3. Men scoring higher than -on the NVCT were considered tvainable
and sent'to the Special Training,Program... (A raw score of 34 on the NMCT
is between 30 and 35 Standard Score on the 70

*
4. Men scoring below 34 On the NVCT were sent to a psychiatric unit

for cloislixamination; they were suspected of being both illiterate and
un4lkinable. (N. B. - The LIT and NVCT scores of 40 and 34 were later
changed to 37 and 38 respectively as a result of an unidentified study, all
records of which have vanished.)

In othtr words, the men sent to the speciai tr ining units were
'those in need of literacy training (low LIT score) and jjdged capable
of atisimilating it (high NVCT score). I ,

The Navy Reading Aphievement Examination (NRAE) was also,developed
as a standard measure to determine when students in he variable-length
Special Training Program were ready to graduate. B h the LIT and the
NRAE were calibrated against the Gates Reading Sur y to establish grade
levels. The NRAE was designed to be functional.atid tested students for
understanding Navy situations in which they might find themselves.

There appears to be.a single evaluation study'of the Navy's Wo4rld
War II Special Training Program. This study was administered and documented.
by Hagen and Thorndike (1953) on the basis of personnel records selvaged

2 1
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m the Naal,yecords anagement Center, Garden City, New York. Two

typ of Ofl-Were abatracted: (1) backgro4pd facts that might predict
Jucces 0 the Navy.,and (2) facts,about the maa's career that might in-

, dicate his success in'Navy duty assignments. Three groups of, men were

ident fied:

1. 4The "Illiterate Group. This group consisted of 1026 men
inducted into the Navy during Augtisç and September 1944 and initially
assigned to the Special Training Prog am at Camp Peary

2. The Cont 1 Group. ThiS group was seleate- b taking a serial

number that wasf(i1 e digits above the serial numbgrof aAnetnber . of the

illiterate group. The man thus identified was included-/in the control
group if he was not black, not illiterate, nd came from the same geo-
graphical area as his illiterate counterpa t. If a serial number five

digits higher did not identify a qualifie countpart, one five digits
below was selected and so on. qn this wayl a cqhtr1 group of 1021 men
was chosen. Thls group resembled the illlter,ate group on most geographical
andliemograpNic measures.-

.
3. The Marginal Group. This Vgroup was coiposed of 999 men who

had scored below 36 on thq,GCT and who enpered the Navy at about the same
time as the illiterates. This group was geographicAllY and demographically
dissimilar from both the illiterate and control groups.

Hagen and Thorndi
roup as follows:

He was inducted in the Navy when Re w s out 1

years old. At the.time of induction, he,w single but

had one or more people who were partially or wholly
dependent on him for support. Before induction, he.had

41 lived in a rural area of the South where the standard of
living was below the average for the nation as a whole.
He had completed the fourth grade in,school and.,ileft
school at the age of fourteen after haing repeated at
least three grades. Since leaving school, he had worked
for his phrents or a relative on a non-Rechanized farm.*
In his spare time he hunted or fished. Ok mide a score

of 4 out of a p94sible 17 on the Qualifications Test and
a score of 31 the Navy General Classification Test.
(p. 18)

described the average member o heir illiterate

a-

Hagen and Thorndike summarized the differences they found between
the illiterate and control groups as follows:

' 1. The illiterates were much more likely than were the control
cases to he assigned to construction battaMins, and were less likely to

be assigned to U. S. permanent party or to auxiliary ships.

2. The illiterates tended to receive a lower average proficiency

in rate. Only 50 percent received an average of 3.5 or ov as compared

with 73 percent in the control group. ,

22
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3. The illiteraes rgceived fewer promotions. Only 15 pIrcent
made petty officer, as compared with 37 percent in the ontrol group.

4. The illiterates received more disciplina tions. In the
iiliterate group, 23 percent had recor

IF

of some type o disciplinary
action,' as'compared with 11 per'cent of he contwl group. ,General courts-.
'martial mere 10 times as frequent in the illiterate group.

cent versus 7 percent./-

tbs5. The illiterates more frequently t time due to misconduct
20 pe

6. The illiterates less frequently reccid.ved an honorable discharge
83 percent versus 88 percent.

.

1,--/
7. The illiterates were somewhat'more likely to receive a medliar

tion survey, and were the only,droup to be surveyed for inabi1it4 to

1.-Iearn--19 percent versus 15 percent.

p. The illiterates were somewhat more likely to incur a veneligl
,

infection--5 percent 3 percent.

.)
9. The illiterates were slightly more likely to generate a V4terans

Administration disability claim--11 percent versus 9 percent. -

In most of the factors that distialguished the illiterate from the
control group, the marginal,,gfoup occupies an intermediate position, usually
nearer the illiterate group than the control group. The only exception to
this is the case of disciplinary actions; the marginal group were more often
in trouble and their offenses were more serious.

'4...

The *Hagen and Thorndike study is int esting, but it is essentially
a study of personnel at different mental le ls. It does not have much to
say'about the effectiveness o literacy training. It does, however, tell
something about the success illiterates in the Navy. In ieneral, it
seems reasonajge to conclude, with the authors, that many or most of the
illiterates appeared to make an accpetable adjustment to the Navy.

A

,After the war, screening of illiterates with the GCT, LIT, and
NVCT continued, but the Special Training Program was discontinued in the
course of general demobilization. Ginzberg and Bray (1953) estimated that
35,000 men were assigned to the N.:iy's Special Training Program in the
course of its_history. .

Recruit Preparatory Training

In 1950, with the influx of volunteers during the Korean War,
commands were once more authorized and encouraged to ident fy and train
any illiterates who might be aboard. Bydthe spring of 1951k, literacy
training was being conducted informally in after-h6urs prog ams at the

2 3
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three recruit-training centets (Bainbridge, MarYland;-Great Lakes, Illinois;
and San Diego, California). BY Septembe&1951, literacy training was
planned on a fulI7time basis under the new title RecrUit-Preparatory

%Training (RPT) (Standlee, 1954). Officially, the mAin objectiveYof the -lit
programmas."to teach selected recruits to teadtand understand instruc-
tions and teprepare them to absorb military-training. Recruits should.
attain a.level of proficiency id readiiig which ie comi*able to completion
of the fourth grade" (Curriculum for Recruit PreparatorTraining,i1953,
p. 5). Further, ap accepting classroomatmosphere was to be created, aS
indicated.by the following guidance provided by the Bureau of Pakzonnel:

l. Ilake the first reading tasks simple enough to
insure that the recruit experiences an eilly feelirirof
success in learning to read.,

. Show the recruit that his low reading achieve-
is a handicap which must be overcome in reaching

his goalebecoming a useful-sailor. (_

3. Create a permissive classroom atmosphere and
start where the learner is. The indilddual recruit
is the one who has to learn. The most the instructor
ca'n do is guide and help him. The instructor should
gUard against a highly directive, subject-matter-bentered
approach which is on a level that never reaches some
recruits.

ir

4. IntegraNgp of military subject ith reading,
writing, and arithmetic. Some examples of how th can
be done are listed below:

a. Tlie instructor inclydes some topics related
io servicin the,Navy at appropriate times in his
readfg-g, wtiting, and arithmetic classes. This
procedure will,probably be more effective during the
latter part of RPT.

b. Use of visits tg,ships or parts of the
training center. Trainees can can vrite about what
they see, read accounts to each other;Nlearn Navat
terms, etc. A

c. earn tQ read safety signs found on the center
or aboa d

d. Preparaqofi of RPT news sheet and use of local
newspapersl'and ahtiouncements of recreation.

e. Provide guidance in writing etters home About
barracks, field-day, bunks, meals, training activilties,
etc.

2,1
,
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f. l nikliarizatie with types of matettal found in
.1 The Blueidckets' Manual, libraries on the center and" .

aboard-ship, and courses available through,USAFI.
(Curriculum for Recruit Preparatory Training, 1953, p. 11):

,
.

( The curriculum materials were, wirth ininor.Apdating, composed of
the Navy Lf,fe series.prdpared fottAthel-World War II Special Training Prograd,
although uke Ilef other suOplerkentarydifteiials was encoaked (Standlee,-
Fattu, &-Suble,.1954a). The ipeleciion procedure 1.9r RPTwas thg following,
as descrb:ed by Hodges (1964): %

,

. /
. 1. All men sPoring below06 iig the GCT were administeied both the

a

NVCT and LIT. t

2. Men,scpring 38,andiabove.on lioth tAstsiliere considered literate
arid trainable and Sent to regular recruir,-tra=ng. .

3. Men scoring 37 arid belowOn the LIT.(38 on the LIT is about&
4.7 grade keVel) and scoring 18 or higher on the NVCT were considered
illiterate but trainable and sent to.special training., ,

-)`'\

4. 'Mencscoring less than 38 on the NVCT and on the LIT were suspected
to be untrfinable 494 were sent to a neuropsychiatribc unit-for further examina-
tion.. From the neuropiyc iatric unit, Men were sent.to special trainingl
regular recruit trainin (on a trial basis), or dischirged..

_

Referrals could k 1,z6 be made to tile Special Training Program by Company
,--

is-eld

Commanders in regular recruit training. The NRAE with a new form a ed was
restored ai an end-of-course criterion. The 5.0 grade level wa f s 11 the
course-objective. Students were given 7-9 weeks to complete the course.
An/bbserver who was sent to the three RPT centers in 1953 reported that,
in general, the selection and curriculum procedures in use followed the
Bureau's directives, that a total of:239 trainees were enrgaled in all three

, centers, that 85 to 94 percent of the trainees successfully completed the
,

RPT.program, did that they took 6-7 to 9 weeks to complete it (Fattu Fay,
..09D'Amico, & Standlee, 1954).

.

_

Two evaluative studies of RPT were completed. A study by Cofer
(1954) investigated the effectiveness of RPT in achieving its most immediate
objective, preparing the trainee.for regular recruit training. Standlee
(1954) dealt with the more ultimate criterion--performance of RPT graduates
in fleet assignments. ,

,11

f

mental health considerations were set aside in favist
fically adjustment of RPT graduates to regular recruit training. For the

purposes of this study,

A principal concePt in Cofer's study is that o Adjustment, spe-

of adjustment that emphasized, first, adequacy of performance of recruit
duties, and, second, attitudinal and motivational factors iri,relationship '

to the Navy, recruit training, and civilian plans. Fourteen rating scales
were developed to assess adjUstMent in-the fink sense, and an DO-item
questionnaire was developed to assess adjustment in the second sense. Two
groups of subjects were identified. one at an early stage of recruit training
((roup I) and one at a later stage of recruit training (Group 19- Within
each of these groups, four subgroups were identified:

19.
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1
1. RPT graduates:

.;

,Group I: N = 30_
...group II: N = 21

2. Recruits ufith GCT scores beloW 3A4lbut no RPT graduates:

lr: , Groupt: N = 13
Group II: N = 184

e
3. Recruits with GCT scores between 35 and 40 inclusive:

Group I:- N = 29
.Group II: N = 46

Recruits.with GCT scoreslheve 40e.

GroupI: N =.30.
Group II:. N = 4-9

Each subject was evaluated on his adjuttment to regular recruit training by'
peers and Company Commanders separately on,the ;4 scales reflecting adequacy .
of performanCe in recruit training

v"

In general, members of the RPT subgroup reseMbled the members of the
high GCT subgroup on the criterion scales more than they did,memberd of the
intermediate subgroups. The results of the peer ratings for Group I subjects
were the fbllowing: 4

r

1;--The high'GCT subgroup andi-the RPT subgroUp were rated signifi
cantly superior'tg the intermediate subgroups on personal cleanliness, :

military bearing, bunk and living quarters, general Navy performance, and
leadership,

2. I*0e RPT subgroup was rated as significantly superibr,o the other !
three subgroups on marching and maneuvers and physical dr$11.iitWrifle.

. t .'

3. The high GCT subgroup was rated as significantly superior to the
other tk-Iree subgroups on quickness to learn and response to orders.

4. .The RPT tiubgrolp was superior to the inte diate subgroups.on
care of clothing. 7 4

0P

The results of Company Commanders' ratings of the Group I subjects were the',,

.

following:

1. The h gh GCT subgroup was significantly superior to the other
three subgroups, n quickness to learn, res nse to orders, willin ess to
work, and genera Navy performance.

2,. The high GCT subgroup and the RPT subgroup showed sup riot:
ratings on care of clothing and military beafing.

26 `-

20

.
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The pattern of ratings for Group II was essentially the same as that'obtained
for'Group I.

.,In.general, it seems reasonable to eonclude with dofer that RPT
aided recruits in adjusting to regular recruit training, but it is still
difficult to determine obit contributions the cognitive aspects of literacy
training made to this adjustment.

tion:
Standlee (1954) studied three groups of recruits in his investiga-

1. RPT graduates: N = 611.

2. Marginal recru s with a GCT of 35 dr lower, an NVCT 6f 38 or
higher, and a LIT of 38 or igher: N = 2414.

jk Typical recruits with a GCT of 36 or 1100rer: N = (e°

The 5312 total subjects were originally selected by identifying
all RFT graduates and marginal recruits processed during the period 10 May
1952 to 1 September-1952 and a random 10 percent of the typical recruits pro-
cessed during the same period. Data on the fleet performance of these re-
cruits were obtained by malling out questionnaires to their Commanding
Officers during July-August 1953. Most of the questionnaires were returned,
5023 of which were suitable for analysis--an effective response rate
of almost 95 percent.

The RPT and marginal groups in comparison with the typical gioup
were much more often assigned to general duty (unskilled work) and to
duties that did not require as much reading skill. . The two groups were
less favored with prbmotions, had lawer average performance evaluations by
supervisors and Commanding Officers, andlie4 a higher proportion of disci-
plinary actions and days lost due to misConduct or sickness. In the opinion
of qvision Leading Petty Officers, the two lower groups generally showed
less promlse for future advancement and profitable service to the Navy.
The two lower groups, however, indicated more intention to reenlist than
the "typical" group.

.

Overall, the two lower groups tended to resemble each other, =1,0
to be somewhat fess effective in Performance than the "typicals." Where
differences between the.two lower groups were found, they tended to show
the marginal group to be superior to the RPT group. However, most of the
differences between the three groups were small and none of the groups,had
characteristically unacCeptable performance; the majority of members in
all the groups were judged to be serving the Navy adequately.

Two other relevant investigations came out.of thedgeneral contractual
effort that sponsored the Cofer and Standles etuditY td1ee, Fattu, and
Auble (1954b) investigated the quality of Navy technical writing by tabulating
the frequency of words appearing in the Bluelackets' Manual (14th edition),
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This is Your Navy, All Hands, and the gaval Training Bulletin; and Fattu
and .filtandlee (1954) applied two Flesch Readability formulas to the following
publiCations: 'Bluelackets'YHanual, Stewardsman (Manual), Fireman (Manual),
_Steward and Cook (Manual), Cammissaryman (MA ual), This is Your Navy, All
Hands, and Naval Training Bulletin. It seema unlikely,that these investi-
gations represent the first attempts to systeatically judge the quality
of technical writing in the Navy, but these a1 the first that appear to
be available in the official literatdre. The r sults of these investiga-
tions are predictable: Standlee et al.. showed that even experienced writers
and teachers use too many rare words and exclude too many common words when
relying on their experience and common sense; Fattu and Standlee found that
standard, essential Navy publications were, most probably, too difficult
for Navy enlisted men--the average Flesch readability score of their sample
was 61.7, which converts roughly to a ninth grade.reading level.

With the end of the Korean WarNfficient manpower again became
available.to the Navy, and in 1957 the RPT program was discontinued in
favordbf a shift in research and administration emphasis toward problems
connected with higher-level personnel. Subjectively, many persons in the
Navy (including most of the RFT graduates) felt that RPT was well worth
the time and effort; objectively, the evaluation findings were incon-

. clusive.

Academic Remedial Training in the Present

The Navy's current excursion into literacy training appears to have
been brought about by*the Army's manpower supply problems during theiVietnam
conflict. During the Vietnam buildup, the Army was forced to accept personnel
who were classified as marginal by their scores on'the Armed Forces Qualifi-
cation Test (AFQT). Generally, these vollpnteers and draftees ranked in the
10th-30th percentile range on the AFQT (Project One Hundred Thousand, 1969).
.As a consequence of its manpower needs, the Army indicated to the Department.
of Defense that a coherent program for processing marginal personnel was
needed if manpower requirements were to continue being met. Defense re-
sponded in October 1966, by establishing "Project 100,000," which was to
help meet manpower supply problems by spreading marginal personnel throughout
all three services. The project was also intended to provide training for
these men so-that-They-would be tetteil.prtpated to-rdtarn-CO cIilfahIife
if they chose to do so. Under Project 100,000, the Navy agreed to accept
up to 15 percent of its enlistees from the marginal category and allow them
to volunteer for the normal draft to* of 2 years. Accordingly, the Navy
established RPT units at Great Lakes, Illinois, and San Diego, California,
in February 1967 (Weeden, 1975). Almost immediately, the name of the program
was changed to.Academic Remedial Training (ART), and this is the name currently
'in LAO.

Despite the expiration of Project 100,000 in 1972, the ART program
has continued in operation up to the present. Although projections have
indicated that induction of marginal personnel will be unnecessary even
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under the current no-draft policy (e.g., Battelle, Brown, Kruzie, Marshall,
Moll, Paskert, & Radovich, 1973), ART may be continued because of the rising
national consciousness concerning equal employment opportunity and/or because

1

of (anticipated) improvements in the national economy.
'.

A student may Currently be selected for,ART if he averages between
3.0 and 5.5 grade levels-on the Vocabulary and Comprehension Sections of the
Gates-MacCinitie Reading Test. Originally, the Navy Life, series was once
more dusted off and reedited for the program; hoWever, use of these materials

14
was largely discontinued in 969. As described by Weeden (1975), tip course
of instruction may last a m imum of Vweeks and is broken into,two phases:
a diagnostic phase and a thrrapeutic phase. The diagnostic phase provides
for initial assignment of tile student'to one of three courses:

I. Course Mike--a phonics course emphasizing word attack skills.

2. Course_Oscar--a reading course beginning.at the 3.0 grade
level.

3. Course Victor-4a reading course beginning at the 4.0 grade
level.

The therapeutic phase consists of two mutually reinforcing areas.: word
attack and reading abilities. The word attack area concerns phonics,
vocabulary development, and word knowledge (root words, inflections, pre-
ixes, synonyms, etc.). \The reading abilities area concerns reading practice,
comprehension akills, and study skills.

Notably, ART is integrated ply into recruit training as were RPT
and the Special Training Program before it.. The proportion of ;11iterates
in the United States in 1960 was estimated to be only 2.4 percent (Harman,
1970)4 and, with current screening practices, it seems unlikely that there
is an appreciable number of illiterates assigned to Navy billets. However,
a new concern that keys on the concept of functional literacy is beginning

i
to appear. It may well be that, despite the universal attainment of literacy
by Navy p sonnel some men (and women) msy fail to perform because they do
not read 11 eqough to meet the requirements of their jobs; thereimay, in
effect, exist a literacy gap. This possibility was first raised by the Fattu
and Standlee report of 1954; however, two feports by Carver (1973a, 1973b)
and current work by Duffy at the Navy Personnel Research and Development
Center seem to support the current concern over a literacy gap. If such a
gap exists it may become necessary to extend literacy training from the
recruit commands to the fleet. The nature and location of programs devised
to meet the literacy gap would represent very new directions in the history
of literacy training in the Navy.

Final Comment

From the preceding survey og literacy training, it is apparent that
--'problems of literacy are not a recent discovery; they have been a concern
of the Navy throughout its history. This concern has been motivated both
by a need for proficient job performance and by an interest in the general

2 9
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welfare of Navy personnel. In the development of literacy programs, the
Navy has, at one timeor another, been sensitive to at least thefollowing
six issues:

1. Level of Literacy. Efforts have been made to identify levels of
literacy and to tailor instruction to the level required of a trainee. The
idea of functional literacy as a consideration in determining what level
of literacy a trainee ought to achieve in order to perform a specific job
has also appeared.

*

2. Cause of Literacy Problems. Adjustments in Navy programs have been
made to identify speakers from nonstandard English linguistic cobmunities
and to adjust instruction based on the language habits likely.to be fostered .

by those communities.

3. Evaluation. Both naFr (Are program objectives being met?) and
broad (Is Fleet performance being enhanced?) issues have been considered
in evaluating Navy literacy trainlpg.

4. Decoding,. Issues of relating orthography to acoustic representa-
tion so that learners may identify informatIon within their linguistic
experience have been addressed.

5. Affect. Learner's attitudes toward themselves and toward literacy
have been taken into account.

6. Active Participation. Most militaky training attempts to involve
as much "hands-on" experience as possible and this approach appears in Navy-literacy.training, particularly with the emphasis on the-Navy_ Lifeworkbooks.

On the othei,hand, the Navy's interest in literacy has been largely
intermittent. From the evangelical concern of the chaplains to the current
interest in.ART, lack of literacy skills on the part of Nevi:Personnel is
always given full opportunity to handicap the Navy's operatronal effectiveness
before anything is done about it. Programs that are devised in response
to literacy problems usually prove to be relatively sophisticated as the
Special Training Program and RPT curriculums demonstrate, but these pro-
grams' seem to appear only in response' to wars or other national emergencies:
The outlook for the current ART program cannot be very bright. ART is
remarkable for continuing as long as it has efts& the demise of Project
100,000, but it seems reasonable to anticipate waning interest in ART on
the part of the Navy unless (1) problems arising from the all-volunteer
militarY suddenly become more severe, (2) manpower supply, for whatever
reason, becomes more constrained, or. (3) thapnational priorities for equal
employment opportunities are sustained.

The primary hope for continued interest in literacy training seems
to rest on the concept of functional literacy in which the concern is not
so much with illiteracy as with what literacy is necessary for specific

/Navy jobs (e.g., Duffy, Carter, Fletcher, & Aiken, 1975). In this respect,
it seems likely that concerns of literacy will be modified in two ways.
First, they will become more narrow in that finding and applying technical



information will be emphasized rather than more gewral skill's of reading .
and writing. Second, these concerns will become more broad in that con-
.siderations of media, suchras the organization and quality of technical
manuals, the availability and capacity of systems for computer-based in-
'formation retrieval, and the comprehensibility and usability of graphic
andpictorial. information, will be integrated with more conventional
literacy considerations. These are fairly novel directives for literacy
training in the Navy, but they are also timely. It is difficult to come
away from an historical survey of literacy .training without an appreciation
for the continuing increases in the amount of information that.must be
avaiiable for successful performance of Navy joba. Classically exponential,
these increases were at first gradual but are now accelerating at an
imprjessive rate. The importance, and even urgency, for systematic concern
with literacy is hird to escape, and it is to be hoped that literacy training
_will redeive continuing suppbrt from all the military services. 4

4
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LITERACY-TRAINING,IN THE Rhi4;'
,

T. W. Duffy

hamper the effectiveness of the service. e full range bf reading::
approaches to insuring that a literacy deficit

Th
a't any level does mit ,

in the Navy and thereby provideta data base for'evaluating alternative

Literacy research in the Navy today has had two major objectives.
First, there have been efforti to characterize the literacy "problem"

_

levels has been examined and basic demographic data on reading and its'
relationship to other abilities and tO background characteristics haqe
been provided. This research has also involved an examination of tNi
relationship of reading skill to job performance. The second major_line
of research has focused on the Navy's current approach to deficient Ateracy
skills--reading training programs.for personnel with marginak readi
ability.- This research has involved evaluations of the effectivenes
of the training programs, tedts of new instructional methods,,and pr
cedurem for predicting the successful reading training studeRe Befd e
examining this literacy research in detail, I would like to hriefly char-
acterize the Navy's objectives vis-a-vis literacy and the options aviAlable
in meeting these objectives. This characterization will pray+ bot1 Pf

. y
an understanding of the Navy's current re-emphasis on literacY:an
framework for many of the questions addressed in the research affor

,

The Marine Corps currently provides basic skill training in read
at both of their recruit training centers for all recruits reading b
the 4.5 reading grade level (RGL). For the Navy, reading training .

4.provided at the three Recruit Training Centers for ,4all'recruitn,hav
a tested RGL between 3.0 and 5.5. Ig.Fiscal Year (FY)".:4975,.an'eStlilatet,
5.1 percent of the Navy recruit population, or 4,500men, had.reading skills
in this range. Recruits below a.4.0 RGL are considited 'poor Bindidatet
for the short-term reading training and are typically discharged froin,i,
the service, while recruits above a 5.5 RGL are considered to have acj

' readineakills. Although the reading programs focus-on personnel urk,
marginal capabilities, the objectives of the programs and e4,1Servidita -

objectiVes in'literacy are more generally stated. These oWetives are:
(1) to provide a level of literacy skill to all personnel.po as to insure
Fleet effectiveness and Fleet safety, and (2)"to provide tke:lif acy

r
a successful career (Stewart, 1974; Academic Remedial Training, 75).

itiskills necessary for equal opportunity in attaining upwario l y and

Oecent studies by Carver (1973b, 1973c) have raised the question as to
whether either of these objectives is attainable within the struoture
of the.current reading training programs.' Carver compared the reading
requirements of a sample of 20 Navy'training manuals to the reading ability

- of a sample of 271 recruits. The manuals required, on the average, a
14th grade readingoability and ranged-from 9th to 20th grade as measured
by several readability formulas. In Contrast; ;he average reading ability
of the recruits was only 9th grade. ,
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Carver's results indicated a, major-gap between the reading require-
ments and the reading abilities in the Navy. Additionally, they suggest

. that literacy training to the 5.5 RGL is less than adequate for meeting
theAAteracy demands in the service. Regarding the objectives of literacy
training, a 5.5 RGL would seem to neither insure Fleet safety and effective-
ness nor to provide the opportunity for upward mobility. To meet these
objectives will clearly require a.reduction in the difficulty of manuals.
In addition, personnel decisions with regard to literacy will be required.
The options here include: (1) an expanded reading training program,
(2) assignment to job areas with reading requirements matching reading
ability, (3) selection into the service of only thode men having adequate
reading skills, or_ (4) some combination of the above. (See Duffy, Fletcher,

Carter 6 Aiken, 1975; and Sticht, 1975b for further discussion of these
options.)

While disnussion of these options was underwayd few basic data

were available upon which to base decisions. The distribution of re ing

levels in the Navy was unknown,2 and thus the number of men and

the cost involved in-any of the options could not be determined. The

literacy requirements in the various occupational areas were similarly
unknown and thus a determination of which men an expanded literaQi program
should address and where in the career such a program should be located
could not be Made. Indeed, the very need for literacy training could
not be assessed. Two arguments against the need for literacy training

. of any sort have been advanced. First, the move of the Service toward
accepting only high school graduates.has been proposed as an action which
will also eliminate low-literate persondel. Second, it has been suggested
that most equipment and vocabulary knowledge is aCquired on the job and,
therefore, with job experience a man will be able to read the necessary
manuals. Theiargument continiles that6 the inexperienced man, regardless
of his reading ability, receives his instruction orally from-his super-7
Aisor and, thus, his job does not require reading. An examination of
the. relationship of reading ability to education and to job performance
would provide the data necessary to assess tilese.arguments.

Reading Skill and Its Relationship to Other Personnel Characteristics

In 1974 a-group of us at the Center began a iesearch effort to charac-
terize reading skills in the Navy and thus provide a data base to answer
some of the questions described above. The program was a joint effort
with the Naval Training Center and Recruit Training CoMmand in San Diego
and had as an additional goal the early identification of all re;ruits
eligible for the San Diego reading program. We have now collected reading
and other ability data as well as performance data on approximately 30,000
recruits and on 1500.men receiving occupational ("A" School) training.

-1Chief of Naval Operations (0P-099) speedletter 991B/550 of 3/13/74,
Readability Level of Publications and Adult Basic Skill Training.

2The distribution and variability of reading scores was not available
from the Carver (1973b) data. .

,
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Method

Recruit Sample and Read& Test. All recNuits entering recruit
Araining at San Diego from May 1974 to May 1975 welie adninistered the
6ates-MacGinitie Reading Test, Survey D (Gates & MacGinitie,'1965). Only
the vocabulary and comprehension subtests were administeipi. The vocabu-*
lary subtest consists of 50 multiple choice items and requires synonym
matching. The comprehension subtest involves a modified cloze procedure
(Taylor, 1957) in which words are deleted fram paragraphs and the subject
selects the Proper word film several alternatives. The test is_Oracted
at 4th and 6th grade readers, But is enpirically normed on studetits in
the 3rd through 9th grades. The test was administerd during the first
week of training, a processing weektduring which clothes, etc., are issued
and standard Navy tests are admihistered. Testing was done in groups
of 50 to 70 men (by recruit companies).

During our testing period, 32,890 men were processed at San Diego.
Of this total, 96 peFcent, or 31,540 men, were administered reading tests.
In examining the-relationship of reading scores to standard Navy test
scores, the sample was reduced to 28,542 or 86.7 percent of the total
input. The reduction in sample size is due to a variety of factors, but
of primary inportance were the discharge or hospitalization of nen at
the tine of testing and the incorrect recording of identifiers at the
time of testing, which resulted in in inability to match a men's records
at the tine of data analysis. The data analyses did not always involve
the entire sanple, but in all; cases the sanple used involved all of the
men processed in a specified tine frene.

"A" khool Sample-ana Reading Test. Men from the "A" Schools
at the San Diego Training Center were represented in this sample. The
"A" School is the first specialized training a nmn receives after recruit
training. Approximately 70 percent of Navy recruits attend one of the
50 or nore "A" Schools. .The San Diego schools in our sample ranged from
clerical to electronics training.3 Testing occurred-in the classrooth
at each school during class. Men were tested from April to September 1975.
The sample was doubled in four of the short-duration schools so as to
have equivalent time frames for the samples. At present we only have
data available on six schools, involving a total of 564 men.

The Nelson-Denny Reading Test (Nelson & Denny, 1960) was adminis-
tered to the "A" School sample. Again, the vocabulary andleconprehenlion
subsections were used. The vocabulary test is similar to the Gates-
MacGinitie. The comprehefision test involves reading paragraphs and an-
wwering factland inferential questions about the content. This test is .

directed at the 9th to 16th grade reader and is empirically normed on
students in grades 4 through 16.

3The schools were: Ship's Serviceman, Hull Technician, Mess Specialist,
Interior Communications, Electricians Mate, Basic Electronics & Electricity,
Quartermaster, Machinery Repair, Data Processing, Signalman, and Radioman.
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a

qther Test and_Personnel Data. A 1 of the "A" School sample and
1294 recPuits were also tested on the Na Pattern Matching (PM) -test .

of nonverbal ability. The PM was deriv &from the Raven's Standard Pro-
gressive Matrices,Test (Raven, 1958), whichjs generally considered to
be a cdlture-free test of nonverbal intellectual ability (Jensen, 1972;
Carver, 19.73a; Spearman, 1946). The derivation of the PM involved an
item analyses of the Progressive Matri.:1 in which low frequency item
alternatives and non-discriminating it were elimina d. The test
involves 38 multiple-choice items with five alternativesper item.
Norming on a sample of 500 Navy recruits yielded a mean of 28.8 and
standard deviation of 5.3.

For,poth the recruit and "A" School samples, we obtained all of
the test ant background data collected as aformal part pf processing
into.the sprvice. These data include:

1. General Classification Test (GCT)--a-test of general ability
involving verbal.analogy and sentence completion items.

2. Arithmetic Reasoning Test (ARI)--a test of mathematical ability
involving word problems.

3. Mechanical 04.1ity (MECH)--a low-verbal test of knowledge of
mechanical principles.

C--Clerical Test (CLER)--a speeded digit search test requiring
no,verbal skill. ,

5. Electronics Test (ETST)--a verbal test of electronics
aptitude.

6. Shop Practices Test (SHOP)--a test of tool knowledge requiring
the matching of a picture of a tool to verbal descrintions of uses.

7. Armed ForceS Qualification Test (AFQT)--a score derived from
the GCT, ARI, MECH, and CLER by their regression on the former AFQT teit of
general ability, which was administered throughout the Armed Forces.

8. Years of Education--self reported.

9. Race--obtained only for the recruit sample.

Results

Reading._ Levels. Figure 1 presehts,the distribution of reading
levels in the recruit saMple. The mean score of 9.8 compares favorably

, with the mean of 9.3 obtained by Carver (1973c). However, because of
the skewness, the median score of 10.7 is more reflective of the general
reading ability. The.skewness of the distribution reflects the liNita-.
tion of the Gates-MAcGinitie test (which has amaximum score of.Z) R
for this sample.
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The median RGL of,10.7 is generally reflective of the education
level in our sample, where 70.9 percent left school after either the llth
or 12th grade. HoweVer, as indicated in Figure 1, a significant number
of recruits have reading skills below the high school level. One method
of determining the significance of thesespreading levels ie to compare
the reading ability of the men to the rehding denands they face fn the
Navy. In this regard we analyzed-the readability of tliose manuals and
tests which most recruits are'expected to read and comprehend. abe
materials were analyzed using the FORCAST formula (Caylor, Sticht, Fox, &
Ford, 1973), which-was developed on Army men and materials And relates
the proportions of one-syllable words to the reading ability required
for comprehension. The materials assessed and their reading difficulty
were: The Bluejackets' Manual (11.5 Rqp, which is the basic'mennal in
boot camp; the Airman (10.5), Fireman (10.2) and Seaman (10.2) rate
training manuals used during and right after completing boot camp; thip,
General Classification Test (10.8) and Ar:ithmetit Reasoning Test (9.0),
which are administered in the process of pAssifying recruits. A compari-
son of these readability levels with the reading.skills of Fecruits in-
dicates a reisonable match between the average difficulty level of materials
and the average skill level. However, the mfterials we assessed are
mateiials all Navy recruits are.expected to read and comprehend. Viewed
in,,this way, the data indicate that approximately half of the recKuits
have a reading deficiency relative to their job-reading demands. Further,-

the deficiency amounts to a grade level deficit of 2.5 or mbre years for
18 percent of the recruits.

In the development'of readability formulas, the baseline or norming
material is read only once and comprehension /(verbatim or inferential)
9f all of the material is assessed. ThuS,,in interpreting the difficulty
level of material as assessed by a readatility formula there is an'implisit
assumption that the manual is-read only once and that all Of the material
is equally relevant. This is clearly not the case. The material is
frequently read several times and is supplemented by oral instruction.
Thus the apparent "literacy gap" as indicated,by a comparison of reading
levels and readability is most likely larger than the actual "literacy
gap.

-
Regardless of the exactness of our determination of reading require-

ments, our ability data indicate that significaniportions.of Navy per-
t sonnel will have difficulty comprehending typical Navy written materials.

If it is necessary for these low ability men to comprehend general Navy
printed materials, instructions, safety information, and perhaps technical
information, then their effectiveness-in the service should be-reduced.
(Evidence to be-presented later indicates that reading skill'is indeed
related to performance.) For example, 1.8ppercent of the recruits, or
1600 men (based on FY 1974 recruit figures), read below the 4th grade
level. These;Awcannot decode the printed word and by national standards
dre'Vonsidered functionally illiterate. Clearly, these men will not be
able-to read any job or:safety material. The 4th to 8th grade reader
is able to decode print bet is degcient in vocabulary skill, in the.
ability to infer from andNinterrefate printed information, and in reading
speed. In oui- recruit Aomple 18 percent, or a projected 15,800 men,
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entered theNavy last year with reading skills below the 8th grade level.
These men may be expected to comprehend most Navy material if they can
reread the material and are assisted by other personnel. However, the
efficiency of their-job performance will be impaired and at a marginally
acceptable level. If these men are required to act in an emergency in
any way that requires the use of printed material, they may well prove
a hazard to effective Navy operations.

A minimum of 70 percent of recruits go on to "A" School training,
so there is considerable overlap in the recruit and "A" School populations.
While the primary purpose of the "A" School assessment was to examine
the role of reading in school performance, the reading levels are of
interest themselves since they provide a more complete picture of reading
skills in the Navy and the options for assuring adequate skill levels.
For example, the presence or absence of substantial numbers of low skill
readers in the "A" Schools has implications for classification policies
as well as the location ziati nature of readin training programs.

The Nelson-Denny reading test was used n assessing the "A" School
sample, since it provides norms for higher leve s of reading skill." The
mean and median RGLs in this sample were 11.1 and 11.2, respectively.
Even though the "A" School personnel are selected on the basis of ability,
we find that 9.6 percent of the sample had reading skills belaw the 8th
g ade level. Table 1 presents a more detailed examination of the reading
vels in each of six "A" Schools as well as an indication of the reading

equ4rements (readability) in those schools.

The readability score is for the rate training manual, which is
studied for advancement to'the 3rd and 2nd class rates. The manual is
used in the "A" School classroom and the rate exam is typically taken
within foam months of compEetilig the school. The data in Table 1 indicate
that for all but the Ship's gerviceman, the mean reading ability of the .

men &pp:rates and in some cases exceeds the mean reading difficulty
of the al. However, in three of the six schools a significant pro-
portion of the men are low-ability readers and may be expected to face

C,
reading difficulties. Even in those ratings where the proportion of low

\ ability readers is small, the actual number of men, several huitred per
\.rating based on FY 1974 manning figures, is considerably.

4Data on 188 men who appeared in both samples indicate that the
Nelson-Denny and Gates-MacGinitie tests yield similar data. The median
reading ability for these men was 11.5 on the Gates as compared to 12.5
on'the Nelson-Denny. The correlation of the two test scores was .65,
which is a strong correlation when one considers that half of the men
in the sample fell between the 11.5 and 12.0 RGL on the Gates-MacGinities
teat.
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able k

Reading Grade Levels (RCL) of Men and Reading Grade Level Requirements
For Manuals in Each of Sp Navy Occupational Training "A" Schools

Men

Below

Manuals

School X Rata 8.0 RGL X RGLh

Hull Maintenance Technician 10.2 19.1% 10.7

Ship's Serviceman 10.4 18.1% 12.9

Mess Specialist 10.6 12.0;01i 101.2

Qmartermaster 11.7 2.19T 10.9

Interior Communications 11.9 5.12 12.6

Electricians Mate, 12.0 2.3% 12.7

aRGL for men is based on Nelson-Denny reading test performance. Means

and medians were comparable in each school.

hReadability scores are taken from Biersner (1975) and are based on the
application of the Flesch Reading Ease formula normed on Navy men and manuals
(Kincaid et al., 1975).

All of our assessment data indicate that the options available
in approaching literacy deficits in the Navy will affect significant
numbers of personnel. For example, if a 5.5 RGL, the current reading
level deemed necessary in the Navy, were required for admission into the
service, 9 percent, or 7800, of the FY 1974 recruit population would
have been rejected. Eighteen Aircent of the recruits, or 15,800 annually,
mould be eligible for a literacy program exparided to an 8.0 RGL tsvinal
criterion, a criterion which only approaches the initial reading demands
in the service. The same number of men would be affected by the imple-
mentation of limited ,coluty assignments for below 8th grade readers. The

costs involved and the number of men affected by implementation of any
of these options demand that the options be carefully considered.

Our findings with regard to literacy skill levels in the Navy
indicate that one or more of the above options must be Lmplemented to
assure effective performance levels in the service. These options,
however, mustnecessarily focus on the very low literate man.in order
-to be manageable and within reasonable cost figures. The distribution
of reading skills in the "A" Schools suggests an additional option which

*would address personnel with less severe literacy deficits. This option
involves a literacy training program for personnel deficient in reading
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skills but qualified for "A" School. The program would have as a cri-
terion the ability demands of each school and would provide functional
raiding_ training preparatory to, or in conjunction with, school training.
The major benefit of this program is that it would provide the opportunities
of upward mobility and career flexibility for men who, while eligible
for "A" School training, are likely to perform at a marginal level.
Additionally, the program would involve fewer personnel and hence would
be more manageable than a broad-based literacy program. Finally, the
program would address specifiable NaVy reading requirements. liumBRO,

under contract to the Center, is currently evaluating ,pheacost effective-
ness and management considerations involved in this and ofher literacy
training options.

Education. One of the suggestions discussed earlier was that
the move toward accepting only high school graduates would reduce or
eliminate the marginally literate personnel. Our data indicate, to the
oontrary, that a high school diploma bears little relationship to reading
skills of personnel currently in the service. As can be seen in Figure
2, the median reading level for men with at least a high school diploma
is less than 1 ROL higher than that of the non-high school graduates (the
medians are 10.9 and 10.2 respectively). While proportionately fewer
high school graduates fall below an 8th grade RGL,. this proportion (14.9
percent), nonetheless, indicates that the selection of on17 high school
graduates would still produce a significant number of marginally skillaid
individuals.

Further analysis on a sub-sample of 19,000 recruits indicates
that years of education, ranging from 8th to 16th grade, only correlates
.13 with reading ability. Of ail of the test and background information
for which we have data, years of education shaws the least relationship
to reading. This finding may be contrasted with previous research which
has found years ofeducation to be the most valid predictor of attrition
from the service (Plag & Hardacore, 1964) and delinquency (anderson
Ballard, undated). One might conclude from these data that a high school
diploma indicates a persoq's willingness to conform to the rules of
Fióciety rather than his ability. However, a more likely explanation is
that over recent years the'predictive power of years of education has been
reduced due to the increa§ing proportion of high school graduates entering
the Navy. Thus, the small correlation we obtained is likely due to the
reduced variance in years of education as well as the reduction in the
number of personnel with very law education levels and reading skills
rather than to any change in the basic relationship between reading and
education. Indeed, recent evaluations of adult reading skills in the
United States indicate that education, in this population, is predictive
of reading ability. In studies .by Northcutt, Selz, Shelton, N'er, Hickok,
and Humble (19754 and Young and Jamison (1975) a reading test was admin-
istered to a large, representative sample Of U. S. adults. In both studies,
education level was the demographic variable which most strongly predicted
reading skill. Thus, the Navy's current policy in rejecting most appli-
cants with little education also tends to elimiwte the poor readers.
However, the data in Figure 2 indicate that any further restrictions in
educational requirements wou4O have little effect on the reading skill
levels in die Navy.
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'Race. Figure 3 presents the distribution of reading scores for
cnch of the three major, race categories it the San Diego Recruit Training
Center (RTC). Aproximately.445 AGLs separate the median scores of the
groups, with Caucasians haviag the'highest median (11.0) and Malaysians
the lowest (7.6). The same rankial'af races is obtalined when one compares
the proportion of men reading below the 8th grade level. However, in terms
of,absolute numbers the men with lower reading skills at the San Diego
RTC are primarily Caucasians and Malaysians.

The rice data suggest a major cause of many'of the reading problems
for men at the San Diego RTC. The Malaysians, while representing only
8.6 percent of ehe recruit populationconstitute 28.0 percent of the popu-
lation of below 8th grade readers. The Malaysians also constitute a group
in which English is,a second language for most men. Although English
is taught beginning in the-lst grade in the Malaysian countries, its use
is restricted almost entirely to the school and is limited to "formal
English." Thus, a deficiency in functional reading skills may be expected.5

The relationship of reading skill and racial category indicate
that any policy of selection or classification on the basis of reading
skills would have definite affects on the racial distribution in the Navy.
The data also indicate OW any reading tra ing program will have to
have the capability Of dealing with skill e iciencies characterizing
personnel wi$11 English as a second language s well as personnel with
English as a native language but who have.failed to develop adequate
reading skills.

Ability Tests. One of our primary interests in the ability test
datayas to determine the degree to which reading ability could be pre-
dicted from performance on standard Navy tests. Our testing program was
limited to San Diego and was due to terminate in March of 1974. A con-
tinued tracking of reading levels in the Navy, continued estimation of
the number of law-ability readers, and estimation of reading levels at
the other RTCs would be possible if a strong relationship ware obtained
between reading and the Basic Battery Tests.

5The race data are not necessarily representative of the Orlando and
Great Lakes RTCs since the large proportion of Malaysians at'San Diego is
due to its geographical location. However, considerations of English as a
second language may apply to the segment (4 Spanish speaking people found.r
at those training commands.
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Data from the first 7135 recruits taking the reading test were
used in the initial analysis. All Basic Test Battery scores were entered
as prediction variables into a stepwise multiple regression analysis with
the Gates-MacGinitie reading score as the dependent variable. The GCT,
a highly verbal general ability test, was found to be the best predictor
of reading, r s. .73 and standard error 1.36 RGL. The clerical test
entered next into the regression equation but added only .006 points
to the multiple correlation. Thus the prediction of reading is most
efficiently based on GCT alone. These findings are similar to the

C)
reading--general aptitude correlations of .68 and .82 obtained in the
Army and Air Force respectively (Caylor et al., 1973; Madden & TUpes,.
1966). The degree of relationship is to be expected since their Onetal
aptitude tests, like the Navy's GCT, tend to be highly verbal tests.

The empirically determined RGL as well as the predicted RGL for
each level of GCT is presented in Figure 4. The empirical relationship
is linear in the midranges, but both a basement and .giceiling effect are
evident. The ceiling effect is due to the limitat n of the reading test,
while the basement effect is likely due to a 1 o sensitivity of the

/ GCT at the low end since the GCT was designed o predict school success
Irather than to discriminate between low abilit personnel. The validity
of the regression of GCT onto reading was checked using a sample of
4517 recruits. This sample consisted &flail recruits entering RTC San
Diego during the two-month period following the initial sample. The
cross-validity coefficient for reading and GCT dropped to .64 with a
standard error of 1.6. The reason for the magnitude of this decrease
in relationship is uncleat, but it would seem to be partly a chaqce fluc-
tuation since additional analyses involving GCT and reading in other re-
cruit samples have yielded correlation ranging from .69 to .80. In any
case, comparing the standard error of estimate obtained on the initial
and.cross-validation samples indicates that the decrease in correlation
should not seriously affect the accuracy in pridicting the general levels
of reading ability in the service. .4

The results of these analyses indicate that GCT can be used to
track changes in reading skills in the Navy's accessions. In addition,
GCT can be used to obtain an approximation of proportion of recruits
falling into gross categories of reading skill. However,.GCT cannot be
used to discriminate between low ability readers. At best, the results
indicate that 95 percent of those recruits reading below the 6th grade
level will have a (1CT which is at Yeast one half of a standard deviation
below the mean (less than a 45 GCT). In the future we will be comparing
this regreision equation with orie derived from the Nelson-Denny test in
our "A" School sample.
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In addition to these regression analyses, we are currently using
the data base provided by the ability tests to evaluate various hypotheses
concerning the relationship of reading ability and nonverbal intelligence.
The hypotheses derive primarily from the proposals by Sticht (1972, 1975a),
Jensen (1972) and others that reading ability is built upon nonvergal
intellectual ability and that asymptotic reading performance is,determined
by this basic ability. We have the Pattern Matching test as a measure
of nonverbal intelligence. In addition to this'measure we will be examining
factor loadings obtained in h piinciple component factor analysis of all
our test data. As a_part of this effort we will examine the contributions
of verbal skill and intellectual ability to performance on the individual
tests in the Basic Battery.

Reading Ability and Navy EffectiVeness

A basic assumptibn underlying the interest.in literacy in the services ,

and the very occurrence of this conferen4le is that reading ability is
a significant factor in determining the effectiveness of a serviceman's
job performance. Job performance refers to the performance of those duties
,associated with a position at any phase, including training, in a mian4,s
career. Logical arguments relating reading ability to job performance
have been presented by Duffy et al, (1975) and Sticht (1975b). However,
the conceptual and measurement difficulties involved have hindered attempts
to evaluate the assumption. Conceptually, reading is viewed as an essential
skill. Itiis one of the broad enabling skills which provide the means
for acquirIng specific knowledge and ability. Reading skill.wil
a role in determining;the acquisition of. specific knowledge on th
or in training as well as.the specific' abilities brought into the se ce
Because reading is sci'intimately related to the acquisition of specific
knowledge, it is difficult to define the point at which a man's success
or failure at a task is due to his specific adhievement level in, for
example, electronics, rather than his reading skill level. While reading
is integral to the development of more specif4 skills, the development
of reading, in turn, re4uires a general inteflectual ability. Conceptually,
general ability sets the-upper limit for the deJelopment of reading skills
(Sticht, 1975b). However, the ,independent measurement of reading and
general ability has proven immensely diffioult, as witness the still vexing
problem of obtaining a truly nonverbal measure of intelligence (Singer,
1973).

Not only are the interrelationships of reading with other ability
variables complex, but the eventual amalysis of these relationships is
further hindered by our inability to directly manipulate an individual's
reading ability. That is, glere is no program available to experimentally
raise or lower an individuar's reading skill by four or five grade levels,
so that the effect of a change in reading can be evaluated, Rather, we
must rely on correlational analyses where the performance of good and
poor readers is compared. Unfortunately, the poor reader will also tend
to he the individual with both low general ability and few gpecific skills.
Thus the direct causal effect of reading on job performance is extremely
diffieult to extract.

5 1
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Another metsurement problem lies in the_nature of the indices of job
perfOrmanCe.- Performance Measures frequently tend to be reatrilikted in
range to scdres aeound that point defined as "adequate." Because of this
testilticin-In range, the magnitude of the correlation of a variable with
sUCh.a piformancemeasure will be reduced. Additionally, the considera-
tions involved in judging performance vary from person to person and sit-,
uation to situatibn resulting in questionable reliability. In illustration
'of*thie.difficulty, Stitch, Cay,si.anp, and Fox (1971).found correlations
:ranging from .13 to .24 betwe77-.. i actual ability to do a job and
'his Supervisor's rating of his bility. ,Since the supervisor's rating
is the typical on-the-job perfo ance measure, there is basically,no reason
to expect any greater correla on between reading and such a measure.
Recruit training success is another job performancemeasure in which
individual judgment and a variety of considerations are involved. How-
ever, school training performance, based on test scores, May be expected
to be.more reliable..

The preceding, rather pessimistic presentUaion of the difficulties
encountered in attempting to define the role of reading in Job performance
is meant to emphasize the fact that correlational data alone cannot pro-
vide the necessary information. Most correlational evidence in this area
can be,viewed as supporting or rejecting the role of reading, depending
on whilch of the many complex, mitigating factors are emphasized. The
correrational analyses can be used Co determine whether a reading test
would be a useful addition to a selection battery or a job/school classi-
fication battery. In this case the interest is in performance on a reading
test as a predictor of job performatibe regardless of the direct causal
role, if any, of reading ability. However, the correlational anal)ises
only serve as one data source for inferring the importance of reading
in one job area relative to another job area. For example, if reading
test performance correlated .50 with electronics technician performance
but only .20 with machinist mate performanCe, this would suggest that
reading is relatively more important in the former area. However, it
is still necessary to examine the reading requirements andskill levels
represented in the two areas. We need to know if large amounts of reading
are expected of the men and if there is a gap between the difficulty of
the material and the ability of some reasonable portion of the men. This
exercise must be performed for all job areas since a low correlation of
reading and performance may simply reflect the unreliability of the job
performance measure in that area. Once all Clata sources are evaluated,
inferences may be made as to the relative role of reading in.a job area.
However, the causal effect of reading can only be firmly demonstrated
by evaluating the effects of simplifying reading material or training
the reading skills of personnel.

Previous efforts to examine the readipli and job performance relation-
ship have been limited to personnel with very low reading abilities (Fisher,
1971; Hagen & Thorndike, 1953; Hoiberg, Hysham & Berry, 1974; Standlee,
1954). Inferences regarding the role of reading in these studies is tenu-
ous at hest since the "good" readers are skill significantly deficient
in reading relative to potential job Teading requirements. To adequately
assess the importance of reading, some portion of the sample must exceed
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a skill threshold which approximates the level required on the job.
In addition to this difficulty, some of the studies inferred, rather
than measured, the reading skillp of the "good" readers. For example,
Hoiberg et al. (1974) compared Navy recruits who had been assigned to
remedial reading (poor readers) to a gfOup with equivalent general ability,
but not assigned to the program (good readers). Reading scores' were
only available for the poor'readers. The comparison group was assumed
to have adequate reading skills becausethey were not assigned to remedial
reading. However, at the time,of the study the reading skills of an
individual were only asSessed if he failled the first test in recruit
training. Then, even if a man had a reading deficit he was only asSigned
to r edial reading if space permitted. Given these conditions and the
eq ation of the groups on general ability, there is simply no assurance
th t the group differed in reading skill.

Our recruit and "A" School samples providethe opportunity to examine
the relationship of performance on a reading test and job performance
Where the full range of reading skills is directly assessed and,repre-
sented. Our performance measures are "A" School performance scores and
attrition from recruit training. Prediction of these performance measures
has been the subject of considerable research since they are fundamental
considerations in the selection and classification of personnel. Thus
our data, in addition to providing basic information on the role of reading
in the Navy, arIkrelevant to considerations of ehe use of a reading test
in the selectidn and classification of personnel. The focus in the analyses
is on the contribution of.reading test performance to job performance

4. .

relative to those measures already in use.

Method

Recruit Sample. The sample of recruits for this analysis consisted
of 20,627 men entering RTC San Diego between 1 June 1974 and 1 February
1975. The dependent variable Was attrition from recruit training. The
attrition lists at RTC'San Diego were checked monthly and all attritees
for whom we had reading data were noted along with the reasons for attri-
tion. The predictor variables were:

1. Odds for Effectiveness (OFE). An estimate of the probability
of completing the first tour in the.service and being recommended for
reenlistment. This is an actuarial table used by recruiters in which
a composite score is derived from years of schooling, expulsions and
suspensions from schooliand Armed Forces Qualification Test Score (Plag,
1968).

Armed Forces Qualificipon Test (AFQT). A score derived from
performance on the pa, ARI, and MECH tests taken at the recruit station.
Placement into a meneal category is based on this score.

test.
3. Reading Ability. Performance on the Gates -MacGinitie reading
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.,
"A" School Sample. The-"A" School sample and the predictor vari-

ables are as described in the previous section. The deftndent measure .

for this portion of the project was average performance on a weekly paper
and pencil test. Subsequent analyses will examine an. "in school" job
performance measure as well as the final score in the- school, which is
a score based on all previous testing.

Results
4k

Attrition. In our total sample of rec its, there was a 7.7 percent
attrition rate, compared to an actual attrit.o# rate at San Diego.of
approximately 10 percent during our test peric1. This disparity reflects
the attrition of personnel prior to administr tion of the reading test
as well as perSonnel who were hospitalized at the time Of testing and
eventually attrited.- The distribution of reading ability for the attritees
and nonattritees in our total sample is shown in Figure 5. TheRVallary_
reasons for attrition in our sample were inaptitude (academic and milifiry),
physical disability, and psychological disability. Approximately 30 percent
of the attritees were in each of these three categories. Even with this
wide variability in the Teason for attritiod, the data in Figure 5 indicate
very different distributions of reading skillefor attritees and nonattritees
(median reading levels are 8.2 and 10.9 respectively). Theprobability
of attrition in each of the reading categories'is shown in Table 2. A
clear and systematic relationship between reading ability and the prob-
ability of attrition is evident. The less than 4th grade 'readers have
a .36 probability of making it through boot camp, while the probability
is .96 that the above 10th graders will make it.

While reading test performance is clearly related to attrition,
the question Rtill remains as to the contribution it makes relative to
other available indices. -It may be the case, for example, that the readine
attrition relation is dependent upon covariations with gpneral ability.
If so, reading and AFQT scores should be equally effective in predicting
attrition. To answer this question, we entered the reading, OFE, AFQT,
and years of education scores into a stepwise multiple regression analysis
with attrition, a dichotomous variable, as the dependent measure. The
sample of recruits was divided into subsamples of 15,500 and 6300 for
purposes of cross-valldation. The multiple regression analysis of the
initial sample yielded reading as the strongest.predictor of attrition,
r .25. The addition of the remaining three predictor variables added
only .02 to the multiple correlation. The reading-attrition relationship
increased, to r = .33 in tile cross-validation sample, and here the remaining
three variables added only .003 to R. The independent correlations of
OFE, AFQT, and years of education with attrition in the initial sample
were .19, .17, and .14, respectively. The comparable correlations in
the cross-validation sample were .16, .18, and .12.

.
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fable 2

San Diego Attrition Rate Within Read* Categories:

June 1974 - Jaguary 1975

Reading Grade Levels

<4 ,4.0 -5.9 10-7.9 , 8,0-9.9 10.0-12,0 Total

lumber of Men 526
4.

co
,

Number Attritimg .337

Percent. At triting 64.1% 20.42 10,3% 7,22 4.22 7.812

57

1424 2500 . 4129' 14061 22,840.,

290 257 299 603 1,786
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The attrition analyses thus far indicate that attrition rate sys-
tematically decreases as reading test performance increases, and this I
holds for the full range of reading levels. Additionally, of the vari-
ables examined, reading is the single best predictor of attrition within
the current recruit population. It may be, however, that the contribution
,of reading in the prediction of attrition may be almost totally accounted
for by'tie'covariation in the AFQT, OFE, and education variables. To
determine the independent Contribution of reading performancep) the pre-
diction of attrition, i.e., the contribution of reading over and above
the other independent variables, a second.step-wise regression analysis
was performed. This time, howeverk, OFE, AFQT, and years of education
'were.entered into the analysis before reading. These three variables
together yielded a multiple correlation with attrition of ,20. The
addition of reading as a predictor raised this correlation to .30.
Thus, reading performance contributes meaningfnlly to the prediction of
attrition independently of the other predictor variables.

That_attrition was more strongly correlated with reading performance
than with the other independent2variab1es should not be interpreted to
indicate that reading performance is a more valid or importanteindicator
of attrition. The recruits we testect,had already been selected into the
service on the basis of their OFE, Alre, and education scores. Thus there
is greater attenuation in the range of these scores than in reading scores
and a smaller correlation is to be expected. 'However, reading performance
clearly adds tO the prediction of attrition and, therefore, the addition
of a reading test to the selection battery would serve to reduce attrition
rates.

[ The data further indicate that the ieading.ability of an individual
is to some extent an essential skill in boot camp. That is, the fact
that reading test performance contributed to the prediction of attrition
independently of AFQT suggests that it is reading skill per,se and not5
a general ability factor,underlying reading test .Rerformance which is
related to attrition. The data in Table 2 indicate that a reading ability
of approximately the 7th grade level is necessary for achieving success.
This relatively low level is consistent withi,,the reading requirements
in boot camp. That is, recruit training is"primarily a Kocese of ac-
culturation. While reading of rather difficult material (ilth grade level
on the average) is required, this consu4s only a portion of recruit
training ana all of the reading material is fully discussed in,a classroom...
Thus it is reasonable to assume-that only basic.readihg skills are required
to attend to routine forme, etc., and to review material presedted in
class.

..
i . .1..

"A" School Performance. Only a preliminary analysis of the'lmena
..t.'..,tionship.of each of our predictor variables to weekly test perforeancd:.

has been completed. In this analysis we were again interested riot only
in the degree of relationship of reading and performance, but also in how...-
that relationship compared to the largest correlation Vetween one of OW.
current predictor tesee and performance. The data relevant to these t

, s. .'

considerations is presented in Table 3--reading-perfoimance correlation;
range from .20 to .50 across the six schools, while the maximum predictor
test correlation with Orformance ranges from .21 to .61.

s's
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Table 3

Correlation of Reading, Pattern Matching, and the Most
Predictive Test in the Basic Test Battery (BTB) WitkWeekly

Test Average in Six Navy "A" Schools

cieekly Test Average Correlation With:

School Reading
Pattern
Matching

- BTB..

Test

Hull Maintenance Techniciana . .20
Ship's Serviceman - .26
Mess Specialio :.43...

Quartermaster
',;;. ..50'.

Interior Communications '.': r# .39
ElectriciarO(MAte -- ',234 . :

. ,

.,

2 ,,, .

.22

.16

.22

.48

.-. ...39.

,..16
/,

.21 (ARI)

.21 (NRI)

.32 (ARI)

.61 (EST)

.50 (ARI)

.44 (ETS1) .

'P ' . 0 V 4.
.' a .,,,. ' .

. 4
.A weekly tdet is pot,.administered in this!-schOol. and therefore

ItOrtilon test Welage scoriewes'O'sed.
,

,-..

..
,

c.

We assoste that the yarialiility acrods schoolsyreflects not only
A wariibility iitscoiiing crl.tesiabUt also Variability in.the reading levels

represented; relative.smount of',xiadinurequired,' a'*I reading,difficulty
..,,

.Z3...m.
of the material.-. Vfl in attempt luilind Some iaitenvin these relation-

.

ships we compiired the/Ebrrelational paetern in Tane 3 0 the pattern .

....--r, of readinleppls vicE.reading gffidulty 'found n the stahoois (Table 1).
This Compari- inaiCates that The readiw difficUlty Ot,.. thi materials

ki?;.4

t Ns.

be' .no relltio shiplpo either the aapilgte.or relliwe-eftectiveness'
. reddfng as' 4wedictO1 .of school-4ertOrmance. ,NoWever, ;reading is
Une66be the hest pe0Ormaa4pteotic of 'IA the Same three schools which

h've.tge large f propdrttpn of low ab4i-y jeadera (Alp's. Serviceman,
t\lt: 11 Techni aa,c-aneast. pecialist)..'4=. copparisonoOf the variability

of readips scorys:1100et -.the the schnols are cOmparible pr this respect
Ordard.devfa(iona range from 1 9 toN.1) and;thus tite,relationshiPs

the

tt

, #ob dined are giot due to.iastatis,5ta anomaly.
.

.

, -.
:t ..

1,,
.

. 3. The-flhdint thatreading is ,..?.d. moreeffectlye,predictOr of per-
. forManc, r lativdto otherqpredicsor tests,.in.schooia flaking a large

proporilon ow ability.readers IsmnOilturprising. The results do

r'... .suggest,Nh
- - .that'Odissfidual differences in.reading,levels are most

importsp `41,- loWer-rAnges of readidg ability.-.SimpIrly, a reading
o-abili .1sdink difficulty Mismatch ii\jese,important At-the higher levels

s..
of re 14.kand 'readability. tTore detai%edrilataariaryies and inclusion

.i ,of the, ra4 ning five '44'; Schools are hebOrte:merify th4se clearly post
-Thocinding .., These analyses will include Multiple regressions in which

' a

0.

4

:OW
`)14'
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reading and the current predictor of success in a school (same combination
of Basic Battery tests) will be evaluated'as predictors of performance.
If the tiiptative conclusions we have drawn are verified, they suggest
that lower ability readers (the specification of "lower ability" to be
defined in future analyses) are poor risks in the "A" Schools. Therefore,
a reading test would serve as a useful classification instrument or,
alternatively, an "A" School preparatolly reading program as discussed
previously could be instituted to providethe. deficient readers with the
necessary skills.

Literacy Training

I-would like now to narrow the focus of consideration to personnel
demonstrating major deficits 1n reading skills--the below 6th grade
reader. As discussed in the introduction, the Naval service provides
reading training for low literate personnel at all the boot camps. I

will first discuss three of these programs and the evaluation data availL
able. In addition, I will describe three experimental training'programe
which have just been initiated. Finally, I will describe my own research
efforts to characterize the reading deficiencies and to predict the prob-
ability of success in the current training programs.

Current Programs6

t- \ 410 The three programs to be deicribed are Navy programs in San Diego,
California and Orlando, Florida, and a Marine Corps program in San Diego.
The Orlando program was an experimental effort to test the Individualized
Learning for Adults package developed by Research for Better SchOols (RBS
Program). This is a self-paced program for illiterate adults and provides
training material to the 9th grade level. Training was on general literacy
and focused,on the specific,skilla of recognition of sound symbol relations
(phonics), word attack (vocabulary), comprehension,(iiteral and interpre-
tive),,and study methods. There are 129 performance objectives,in the
program, with 32 of the objectives devoted to decoding skills, 21 to word
attack, and 41 to comprehension skills. Five entrance tests were used
to determine the appropriate starting level for an individual and per-
formance during training was regularly assessed using 70 different pre-
and posttests. The training materials were 129 study booklets and 54
audio casmettes especially prepared for this program. The maximum
student-instructor ratio was 7 to 1 C4 instructors and a maximum of 28
students in a classroom).. The instructors were Navy men selected on the
basis of having a college degree (area of study unsppcified). Instruc-
tional time ranged froi 10, to 160 hours with a mean of 60 hours.

6Program descriptions and evaluation data weretobtained from the
following sources: Marine Corps (Stewart, 1974; 1975); Navy in San Diego
(Academic Remedial Training, 1975); Navy,in Orlando (Research for Better
Schools, 1974). 7"
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A total of 43 male recruits parftgipated in the RBS program between
September 1973 and February 1974. The criterion for selection.was a t

score of 7.0 RGL on the combined vocabulary and comprehension subtests
of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Survey D. the methods of selecting re-
cruits to.test was not specified. After three weeks in the program, the
student was retested on an alternate form of the Gates-MacGinitie test.
If this score exceeded a 7.0 RGL the man was returned to recruit trAning,
otherwise he continued.through the entire RBS program.7

The Marine Corps (MC) program in San Diego was devised especially
for the Marines in conjunction with the local adult school. This is
the only program involving civilian instructors, allnf whom are female
and hold teaching credentials and adult school certificates.. The pro-
gram involves some self-pacing but is classroom based and fixed at four,
weeks (120 hours) of instruction. The training is in general literacy,
and instructional time, according to the program syllabus, is distrib ed
as follows: decoding (phonics), 40 percent; reading speed and compre
hension, 42 percent; vocabulary development-(sight vocabulary and word
attack), 15 percent. Thus there,appears to be a greater emphasie on de-
coding skills in this program than in the RBS program where 25 percent
of the objectives deal with decoding. A wide variety of commercially
available training materials and diagnostic testaare used in the program,
including the Controlled Reading Skill Development Series (Educational
Development Lab), McCall-Crabbs series (Columbia University), Reading
Attainment System (Grolier Educational Corp.), Reading for Understanding
(Science.Research Associates), and Phonic Woid Blend Flip Charts (Kenworthy
Educational Service).

All recruits 4t the Marine Corps Recruit Depot in San Diego who
read below the 4.5 grade level are accepted into the MC program. Initial
screening is accamplilhed through the administration of the Gates-MacGinitie
Reading Survey D to all recruits scoring below approximately the 70th
percentile on the general classification test. Recruits scoring below
the 4.5 RGL are retested on an alternate form of the Gates-MacGinitie
and only if they once,again score less than-a 4.5 RGL are they admitted
to the program. The scdre on the second test serves as the person's
entrance score. Evaluation data are available on 492 recruits entering
the program between February 1974 and July 1975.

The Navy program,in San Diego (NSD program) is the only progran
of the three under discussion which is run entirely by the service.
Instructors are Navy personnel having a college degree and the training
materials are selected or developed by these instructors. Approximately
25 percent to 30 percent is devoted to phonics training. The phonics

7The fact that a student was not retested until 3 weeks into the pro-
gram appears inconsistent with the report that same men complete& the
program in 10 hours. No explanation is available.
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materials are based on the Motts Phonic System (unreferenced) and are
similar to thow. used in the MC program except that phonics is concentrated
in the first week of training. Successive weeks of the program deal with
vocabulary (60 words per week), comprehension, and reading speed. The
program is lock step and is a minimum of 3 weeks. Failure in any week
results in repeating that week. Thus, the program averages 4 weeks (92
hours) and ranges from 3 to 6 weeks. Beginning in July of 1974 (FY 1975)
specific testing for knowledge of sound-symbol relations was instituted.
If skills in this area were adequate, then the recruit bypassed the first
week. Thus, in FY 1975 the average program duration was reduced to
somewhat less'than three weeks (69 hours) with a range of two to five

'weeks.

The training materials are a mixture of instructor-generated work-
,` ....sheets and commercially available supplemental materials. Hardware is

...rimited to reading pacing devices. Prior to FY 1975 the supplemental
mdterials consisted of the McCall-Crabbs readers and a few magazines
(e.g., Scholaltic Magazine). In FY 1975 a wide variety of commercially

_available training packages, books, and magazines were introduced into
the program. It is estimated that in both FYs 1974 and 1975 approx--

. imately 70 percent of the vocabulary training material and more than
90 percent of the comprehension training material focused on general
literacy.8

The NSD program is diretted at recruits with an RGL between 3.0,
and 5.5. Prior to FY 1975 a14 recruits failing the first academic test
in recruit training were administered the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Survey,
D. If a recruit scored below the 3.0 level he Was recommended for qiis-
charge. Recruits between a 3.0 and 5.5 RGLwere admitted to the NSD
program. In FY 1975 the Gates-MacGinitie reading test was administered
to all recruits. Those scoring less than 5.,5 RGL were then retested on
an alternate form. Only those scoring between 3.0 and 5.5 RGL on the
retest were admitted into the program.

The distinction between FY 1975 and FY 1974 procedures is illaportant
in the consideration of the effectiveness of the program. The RBS progranf -

and the NSD program prior to FY 1975 admitted students on the basis of .0
a single teSt administration. Since only low scoring individuals were
admitted intoithe program and later retested, the change scores should

/ be subject to considerable upward regression. The MC program and the
FY 1975 NSD program, by Selecting students after two test failures, should
reduce this regression effect. Thus, the regression effect should arti-
factually increase the amount of gain in the 17Y 1974 NSD and RBS programs
to a greater degree than in the other two programs.

8The NSD program is currently undergoing another revision. The new
materials are estimated to be 70 percent to 80 percent Navy and the instruc-
tion will be individually paced.

6 3
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In addition to the program characteristics described thus far,
differences in student characteristics and program policy nay be ex-
pected to affect gains in reading within'the programs. Tables 4 and 5
summarize the educational and racial characteristics of recruits entering
each of the.programs. The racial distribution is about equivalent in
the MC and 'NSA programs except for an increase.in the proportion of
Filipinos (and thus second language training requirements) in the FY 1975
NSD program. Educational differences, however, are considerable. Approxi-
mately 50 percent of the NSD students have a high school diploma while
only 20 percent of the students in the other programs are graduats.
If a higher level of educational achievement is indicative of better
developed study skills, then the NSD programs nay stlow greater reading
gains simply due to the relatively greater level of educational achieve-
ment of their students. Parenthetically, it is interesting to note that
the data in Table 5 reflect the conclusion drawn earlier that a high school
diploma does not insure that a person is functionally literate.

Table 4

Percent of Recruits in Each Racial Category for
Four Reading Training Programs

Program

Race

Caucasian. Black Malaysians Others

RBS
a

MC 45 29 16. 20

FY74 NSD 44 26
a

12 18

FY75 NSD. 40 20 26 14

'ce ta unavailable for thislichool.
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Table 5

c-
Percent of Recruitlmot Each Level of Education For

Four ReadOfig Training Programs

Education Level

Program 8 9 AO 11 12+

RBS 7 16 26 30 214,

MC 12 22 26 26 3.9

FY74 NSD 2 12 16 25 45

FY75 NSD 3 6 . 15 23 53

Table 6, while summarizing instructional gains in the programs,
also contains information relevant to our consideration of the relative
gains one might predict .for the programs. First, the entry level reading
scores at MC ,ari" considerably below those in the other programa.. The
values were liot subjected to statisticarcomparison because of the lack
of adequate isw data and becauie of the widely varying "n's." However,

the entry scores fall within that range of ability at which phonic skills
are acquired. Thus.a 1 RGL difference in entry levels shluld reflect
a meaningful difference in phonic skills, which are considered by instruc-

tors as the most difficult and time-consuming skills to acquire. In a

post hoc vein, our own data and data from the MC and NSD programs indicate
that entry reading level is a good predictor of amount orgain (a positive
relationship). Therefore, on the basis of entry level scores the MC
program should-yield smaller gains. Table 7 also indicates that the NSD
programs attrite a considerably greater proportion of students. Since

only graduates are entered into the posttest calculation, this greater
attrition should artifactually increase the gain in reading skills found_
in the NSD programs.

Table 7 summarizes those program characteristics which mighebe
expected to benefit the amount of gain found in each program. The RBS

program may be charactefized as "program" oriented since it involved
carefully developed training paterials and procedures. The MC program,
in contsaat, capitalizes on instructor capabilities and extended contact

l

with

irh

e Instructors (a relatively long training period). Finally,

the SD program benefits are student based in that better students (higher
RGL and level of education) enter the program and there is a more liberal
policy of attriting students not showing progress or stildents demonstrat-
ing improper attitudes.

6 5
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gnb1e 6

Mean Readink Grade Leve1 on. Pre- and Posttests,
Gain in Reading, and Attrition Rate for Four Reading Programs

Reading Scores Attrition

Pretest Posttest Gain

RBS (N.43) 4.5 6.3 1.8 .00

MC (N=490) 3,5 5.7 2.2 .10

FY74 MD' (N=785) 4.2 6.0 1.8 .2?

FY75 NSD CN=658) 4:2 6.1 1.9 .24

Note: Reading was assessed on the vocAbulary an-dNenmprehension
subtests of the Gaten-MacGinitie Reading:Survey D.

aThe "N" does lot reflecf attrition ,the prOgrams.
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Table 7

Program CharacteristicS Which Are Expected to Rpsult
In Relatively Greater Reported gains in Reading

Characteristics

Progrmn'

FY74 . FY75
RBS MC NSD NSD

Greater Instructor Qualifications

Longer Program Duration

Greater Training Materials
Expenditure X

Greater Individualization X

Higher Enery Reading Levels

0
Higher Education Levels

Higher Rate of Attrition
From Pre- tO Posttest

X

Greater Statistical Regkession
From Pre- to Posttest X

x

6 7
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The gain scores as well as the posttest scores presented in-Table
7 indicate that despite considerable differences in program orientation,
all of the,programs yield approximately the same amotint of gain and terminal
level of reading performance. Potentially, training of some of the nen
in the RRS program was terminated after 3 weeks due to achieving a 7.1
RGL or higher on a test. However, al/ other men as well as the nen in
the other 3 programs were required to complete a fiXed course of instruc-
tion. Additionally, in all programs, except perhaps the FY 1974 NSD
program, training materials went well beyond the 6th grade level. Thus
the similarity between programs in the final level df achievement does
not seem to be due to a-ceiling'effect created by a commonality in training
criteria. The difference between the programs in terms of amount.of gain
is only .4 RGL. Considering-the substantial differences in character-
istics between the programs, this small a difference in effectiveness
suggests that within the confines of a short duration, instructor based,'
low literacy program, the amount of instructional gain in general literaby..
is fixed agd determined by the simple exposure to the educational setting.
This conclusion is further supported by the 1.2 RGL gain in general liaracy
obtained in the Army's Functional Literacy Training program (Sticht, Caylor,
Fox, Hawke, James, Snyder, & Kern, 1973). This prOgram, which underwent
considerable experimental development, employs Oilified teachers, is
highly individualized, and focuses on functional reading skills.. None-
theless, it possesses the defining characteristics for my roncluSion and.
the gain in general literacy is conparable to the gains obtained in the
Naval service.

Results obtained by-Shennum, Aiken, and Thomas (1975) suggest
that this invariance in reading gains may even apply to specific instruc-
tional procedures.. These investigators examined three procedures for
increasing reading speed for recruits in the final week*-Of the FY 1975
NSD.program,with the hypothesis that excessively slow reading speeds (fre-
quently found in these programs) may be an important contributor to poor
comprehension. The training method of primary interest involved simulr
taneoua-reading and listening with the rate controlled through ,a variable
rate Obech compressor. Comparison conditions were: (1) simply listening
to the compressed speech; (2) reading with no listening but with rate
goals specified and feedback given. Recruits in these conditions spent
2 hours per day for six days reading a 40,000 word novel written at the
8th grade level. A pretest-posttest evaluation using different;materials
indicated that each condition produced an increase in reading.rate of
about 60 words per minute and a 20 percent increase in comprehension.
Theme gains, while constant across conditions, were nonetheless due to
training since a nreatment control showed no gain in rate or compre-
hension over' 6-day period.

The general conclusion I have drawn from theie evaluations should
not lead to the assumfition that literacy training programs cannot be
improved. A consideration of alternative criteria for training success
(the criteria are currently the Amount of gain and the exit level in
general literacy), a shift to training of men with less deficiency, or
the introduction of refresher or retraining programs may all yield moreY
effective reading programs. . Rerhaps the most important consideration-
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is a rethinking of the criteria for training success. In most Navy training,

fle
program effectiveness is heavily weighted by the time required to reach
a criterion. The,time tor is very important since students and staff
are all on salary-. If a time criterion were applied to the reading pro-
grams, then individualized, computer-based programs employing mastery
learning techniques probably would be by far the most cost effective
(A0cinson. 1972; Ball & Jamison, 1973; Bloom, 1974). .The only time
intormation available an the present programs comes from RBS, where it
was found that, on the average, 41 hours of instruction were required
for a one-year gain in reading. However, that one-year gain required
52 hours of instrUctios for recruits without decoding skills, but only
25 hours when recruits could decode.

The criterion for literacy training, should also be rethought in
terms of the ultimate goals of the program. The goal is not100 produce
more literate men but rather to give eacl, man the skills necessary to
effectively perform the reading tasks required of him in the service.
These skills involveairSbility to readily find information in manuals,
tip read and comprehend procedural directions and instructions, to deter-
mine the relatire fmportance of information on a system, etc. The vo-

cabulary requirements and the reading strategy required in these tasks
differ considerably from the requirements in general literacy. Tests
based on service-relevant reading material an* tasks will very likely
show program gains not reflected in general literacy tests.

, Still related to the ultimate criterion of increased Navy effective-
ness, a program addressing men with minor reading deficiencies may be
expected to yield greater gains in performance effectiveness as compared
to low-literate programs even if both programa produced the same gain
in the same time. While the advantages of the former program were dis-
cussed earlier, no information was available on the relationship of reading
iMprovement to entry-reading,level. Data derived from these literacy
programs indicate that, in addition to the gains in Navy effectiveness,
a program for moderately literate men would require less training time
to achieve the same gains in reading. The NSD personnel refuse to accept
less than 3,0 RGL readers as they have found training of these men to
be virtually impossible. RBS reports that when a man is not proficient
in phonic skills he requires twicenas much tr
gain in reading. In my bum work at NSD I hav
relationship between entry level and gain '(1-
of native English speakers).

to produce a year
a strong linear

and .59 in two samples
%

Literacy training programs.have frequently been criticized for
the tendency to be one-shot programs. Clearly meaningful permanent gains
in reading cannot be expected in a three-week program. Exercising of

the new skillsAnd refreiher training are necessary. The NSD personnel
retested 58 leluates from the FY 1975 program 2 to 7 weeks after gradua-
tion. The de dy'between the final test and retest did not produce any
systenatic differences in change scores, which indicates that the loss
due to termination of training occurs withinotwo weeks. The average
graduation score.for-these 58 men was 6.3 RGL while the average retest
score was 5.1, a 1.2 RGL loss in reading skill due to the termination
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of training. If these men were representative of the FY 1975 input tfi-to
the'program, these data indicate a .9 RGL permanent gain from the entry
reading level of 4.2 RGL. However, this gain is still subject so some
regression effect and so *the permanent gain in the program is likely a
.5 to .8 RGL. While retest data is not available on the other Navy pro-
grams there is no reason to suspect the permanent gain would be any greater
than that obtained at NSD. The exit reading score indicates that the
men have the capability of reading aboveashe level attained in retesting.
To achieve that higher level on a permarillit basis, however, will require
mini-refresher courses over an extended time frame.

-

That the reading programs produce approximately equivalent gains
and that there is considerable loss in skill after a man leaves the prograM
should not detract from their relative effectiveness. The pretest and
posttest gain of approximately 2 years in these compulsory and time-
compressed programs is indeed significant. Looking at the gains in another
way, ehe men, on the average, ranked at the 30th percentile for 5th grade
students at entry into training, while on.the posttest, the men were at
the 69th percentile. Thus, during the course of approximately four weeks
of ',raining, these men move from the lower to the upper third of the
distribution for this particular reference group. The 2 RGL gain is also
significant relative to an average .5 RGL gain achieved in civilian adult
school programs of the same.total instructional hours but spread over
five mpnths (and therefore providing distributed practice) and offered
on a voluntary basis (Kent, 1973). Similarly, experimental reading pro-
grams for scho91 children at the same reloing skill level as the recruits
have produced less than a year gain in a year of instruction (Battelle
Institute, 1972). In comparison, the Naval service programs have proved
exceedingly effective in improving reading skills. My discussion, instead,
addresses whether more effective programs can be developed and whether
the programs produce gains to the service beyond the increase in reading._

With regard to the effects of the reading programs on later Navy
effectiveness, graduates of the NSD and MC programs have been tracked
Obrough boot camp to determine their rate of attrition. The success
of a sample of 301 MC program graduates was assessed 3 ton 1,4 months after
graduation. The attrition rate of this sample was 12 percent, compared
to an overall boot camp attrition rate of 10 percent. Since boot czaup
is only 11 weeks, these data indicate that graduates of the MC program
hose an attrition rate equivalent to or less than the Marine Corps aveeage.
Additionally, only 33 percent of the graduates were judged to hsve a
promotion rate slower than normal, while for 17 percent the rate was judged
to be faster than normal. Unfortunatelpsn untrained sample is not
available for comparisun purposes. (Z*rhaps, most. ..lare typically ,lud_gfd
to be progressing faster than normal4) The data gest that4he MC
program graduateeare progressing ttikough the s ,at a normaLrate.
However, we do not know to what de0ee reading A lity is predictive of
performance in the Marine Corps (it is evident thst the reading require-
meilts are less than in the Navy). Thus the "Aormir performance of these

4graduates may be due to some characteristic of the-reading program or
it may be due to the lack of any relationship between reading ability
and service effectiveness.
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Boot camp attrition rate for a sample of 387 graduates from the
FY 1974 NSD program was 12 percent. This can be compared to.an average
10 percent attrition rate at the boot camp and an attrition rate of 18.7,
percent for 4th and 6th grade readers. As with the MC program, the graduates
of the NSD program appear to perform as well as the average recruit. Here,
however, we have data pointing-to a relatively strong relationship between
reading and attrition (see Table 2) and thus the 12 percent attrition
rate for graduates appears to be significant.

The graduates of both the MC and NSD reading programs appear to
be performitg as average recruits. However, a basic question is whether
their level of performance in the service is due to the improved
level and attitude obtained from the reading program. Wbile a definitive
answer to this question is noi possible, it seems highly unlikely that
a 1.0 RGL increase in ability would substantially affect the performance
level of a functionally illiterate recruit. A more likely effect Of
the programs is that they serve to filter out recruits having.low capa-
bility for learning or having a poor attitude. These people are repre-
sented in the 12 percent and 14 percent attrition rates in the MiCsand
FY 1974 NSD programs, respectively. The only way we are going to be able
to adequately assess the effectiveness of reading training on Later service
4effectiveness is through an adequate experimental design in which only
a portion (randomly selected) of the personnel eligible for reading
training are actually assigned to the program and the program iesulted
in meaningful gains in reading skill. A judgment of reading tikining
effectiveness would then be based on attrition rates from the point of
assignment, rather than examining only the graduates of the reading
program.

Experimental Reading Programs

In addition to the ongoing programs for recruits there are three
experimental programs under Navy sponsorship. Since these programs are
only in the initial stages of development, I will only brieffY describe
them. Researchers at NAVPERSRANDCEN are devOloping progr s for training
phonic or decoding and vocabulary skills in the low+ji.eate recruit.
The training is computer based and has as dual goal the evaluation of
training procedures and the evaluation of new computer hardware and soft-
ware systems. The interactive coMputer_system has graphic capabilities,
allowing the student to "point" to stimuli, e.g., to'syllabicate a word
'shown on the screen. more importantly for the low-literate training,
the terminals are equipped with a Vortex voice synthesizer. This computer-
generated speech capability PermlAs a fully interactive and individualized
training program with computer presentation in either the auditory or visual
mode or both. A programming language incorporating the graphic and voice
synthesizer capaolbilities has receudy been generated and the courseware
for the phonic skill training is nearing completion..

The second experimental program is being developed by Carver (1973a)
under the sponsorship of the Office of Naval Research. The training
in this program, rather than focusing Onspecific reading skills, will
invelVe ISO hours of practice on the terminal objective--reading and
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comprehending prose-material. Prose passages t411 be presented over
a PLATO computer terminal, thus permittitiVindividualized instruction.
The passages will be presented in a modifftd cloze format (Taylor, 1957)
in which every fifth word is deleted and tlae student makelad multiple
choice selection to fill the blank. This procedure forcearcorAinued
ateention to the passage and provides constant monitoring of performance.
The primary objective in Carver's work is to determine if there are two
types of poor readers--thpse lacking the intellectual capacity and those
lacking the.educational experience. The latter are expected to gain
from reading training. Thus, students will be screened for intellectual
ability using the Raven's Progressive Matrices'and the high,an low scorers

,,will be compared. Those receiving training will conajet o ;'..,grade4
level readers. Pilotirig testing of.this system has recent. ;,.lbegun.

The final experimental program ifivolves the evaluatioh of the
Encyclopedia Brittanica program for functionally illiterate adults.
The program is at a considerably lower level than the other programs
we have discussed and assumes no reading ability. Training is in pronun-
ciation; listening, and basic reading skills. This program has been
instituted aboard three ships where participation is voluntary. The
experimental evaluation of this program, by the Chief of Naval Education
and Training Support, is just getting underway.

Prediction of Training Success

As a final topic in the review of the Navy's literacy redearch,
I would like to present some of the reiults obtained in my own research
efforts to characterize the successful student in the NSD reading program.
For the past several months we have been administering a battery of tests
to all recruits ente'ring the program and examining test scores in relation
to the amount of gain in reading ability.9 Our first sample consisted
of 111 recruits, 32 of whom had English as a second language. We then
made some modifications in the test battery and have recently beghn
collecting data on a second sample. This sample, at present consists
of 41 recruits, 21 of whom have English as a second language. It should
be borne in mind that the data I am presenting applies to the .1975 NSD
program 44ich was described previously. Programs differing in instruc-
tional strategies would likely produce different relevant variables.

One of the first hypotheses we examined was that the remediability
of poor readers is dependent ulion their intellectual ability. This is
a basic hypothesis in Carver's (1973) experimental reading progilam dis-
cussed previously. To test this hypothesis we used the pattern matching
(PM) test (derived from the Raven's Standard Progressive Matrices as
described previously) as a part of our battery. The split half reliability
(corrected for attenuation) of the PM, based on the scores of 1200 recruits,
is R1. Our dependent variable was the gaim In Teading scores over the
course of the reading program. If a student wtm attrited from the program
he ww.: given a score of 2.6, .4 RGLs below the lowest exit score. Mean
PM performance was consistent across the.four groups (successive samples

Analysis involving posttest scores have yielded comparable results.
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crossed with English as a 1st or 2nd language) ranging from 19.5 to 22.5
(o = 4.9 to 6.6). This ia,significantly below the mean of 28.3 obtained
for all recruits at the San Diego boot camp. The maan gain in reading
ranged from .8 to 1.8 RGLs but was not consistently related to a language
gro6p. The gains and the correlation of gain and PM perform ce is pre-)1
sented in Table 8 for the English as a native lanliage (E 1st and English
as a second language (E 2nd) groups.

,

*

Table 8

Mean (Standard Deviation) Reading Gainsa and the Correlation
Of Gain With Predictor Variables for Native Language (E 1st)
And English as a Second Language (E 2nd) Groups in Two Samples

Correlation of Gain With:
0

Pattern Decoding Mean
Group (N) Matching Skill Gain

Sample 1 E 1st (79) -.02 .40 .8 (1.7)

E 2nd (32) .19 00 1.8 (1.9)

Sample 2 E 1st (21) -.39 .54 . 1.23 (1.49)

E 2nd (29) .18 .28 1.0 (1.1)

a
Reading gain is calculated as the posttest-pretest difference on

alternative forms of the vocabulary and comprehension Ipbtests of the
Gates-MacGinitie Reading Survey D.

The correlation between PM and gain is low and not staiptically
significant (p > .05) across all four groups. If anything, there is a
tendency toward a negative correlation between gain and pattern matching
for the E 1st group. Thus intellectual ability oflow-literate recruits
is not predictive of their gain in this reading program. This result
is consistent with our finding with a random sample of all recruits, where
it was found that PM was not strongly related to.general reading ability
(r = .43). It seems that while intellectual ability is a component of
reading skill, it alone does not set the limits for the level of skill
attained in a reading program, at least as found in our heterogeneous
adult population.

Our second hypothesis was that those students more proficient
in decoding printed words into phonological units would show greater gains
in reading. This is oftem reported by the instructors in the reading
program and, in the NSD program, it is the rataltale for rejecting recruits
below the 3.0 RGL. The word knowledge subtest of the Wide Range Achievement

7 3
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.

:

'Test,was inttud-0 out:. .te 5%tg,tes,C'thia'h pc7440s. The word knowledge
'ies.drirlollie he preSen ati:on ok,kgr44401-series. of 'printed words with

.-
.ilte"-gubjeet' be _to.simAy prftero9p4e4, he 'werds'correctly. Cor-
rectnetss 4onunci lp.ncs1 a test adMtkflifr tor judgment and grading
is.:10-e 1:0,,reape C'to4,reg I and eAhn c diXferences in pronuncia-
'tton. i.test does no( tak4 'ccrflikit the Student's knowledge of-.7....

, the me ne.Of Oat words!.

l'1.* ' , 4 ?Results ob 6ed wit,. tlie,clecoding Skill test supported the hypothe-
sis,' PeVormance n this tfat was -cfallscStently one of the best predictors

*of' gain; with thec_carre1a,ioi'1'being somewhat higher for the E 1st sample
-(r-'.40-and .54)"then for.EheE..2nd.sample (r .28 and .30). As indicated
}:frthe.instructors, ded*O.dtng ii0.11.ia an important determinant of ability
, tp leatte"to read in a Shbr+-deritiOn program. Decoding skill, however,
is cleatTy not the only factoF. The mean decoding performance (in grade
leVels) for the E 2nd samples was 10.1 as compared to a mean of 4.7 for
the E 1st, a difference of 2 standard deviations. The magnitude of this
difference was consistent across samples, yet the gain iri reading for
the E 2nd group is not consistently greater than for the E 1st group.
We feel tfat a second major distinction between the.language groups, which
will acccAnt for differences in gains is semantic knowledge. The E 2nd
consists primarily of Filipinos who have been taught decoding rules for
English since grade 1. However, their experience with the language has
been largely limited to schoolroom use. Thus, While they can readily
decode the printed word, their semantic kndwledge 41 deficient relative
to the E 1st and.will affect their progress:in theremedial program.

We included reading and listening tests in our battery to test
the above hypothesis as well as to test the hypothesis titat a large
difference between reading .and listening skills is prediOtOtte of the gains
to be made in a remedial program. The tests were developed from 6he
vocabulary suhtest of the Nelson (1962) reading test. The odd numbered
items on the test formed our re'ading test and the even test items formed
the listening test. Presentation of reading and listening items was alter-
nated in blocks of 5. "Listening" test is somewhat of a misnomer since
both reading and listening items.were presented via slides at a 2 sec

1rate. For the listening items, however, the stimulus and a1ter 1 tives

were read to the subject while he viewed them. Split-half reliability
of the listening test calculated on our first sample yielded ,,in r .79

(corrected for attenuation).

The mean diste and reading performance for each language group
is presented in Table 9. The data indicate, as might be expected, that
F. lst recruits have a larger listening than reading vocabulary. Their
listening skill is exercised constantly through interaction in an English
language community, while their reading skill training is likely to be
limited to use in the educational system. The E 2nd recruits, on the
other hand, have equivalent reading and listening vocabularies indicative
of an exPosure to English, spoken or written, which is limited to the
classroom. TheAdata further indicated that the E 2nd recruits have a
vocabulary knowledge greater than the reading vocabulary but less than
the listening vocabulary of the E 1st. The F. 2nd recruits, while being
able to decode far more words than the E 1st group, have more limited
semantic knowledge nf those words.
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Table 9

Mean (Standard Deviation) Reading and Listening
Ability Scores for Natpe Language (E 1st) and English as a
Second Language (E 2nd) Groups Collapsed Across Two SaMples

Group Reading LiVitening

E 1st 26.1 31.1
(5.1) (5.0)

E 2nd 29.7 28.0
(5.0) (4.8)

We have calculated the correlations between reading and lisfening
skills amid gain scores. However, the pattern of correlations is met stable
or clearly interpretable. Thus, I will delay discussing that data until
our second sample is complete. We have included a number of additional
measures in our battery for the second sample. These include some of
the traditionallaeasures of Navy effectiveness, such as number of depen-
dents and years of education, as well es tests of immediate memory and
ability to maintain a high level of verformapce at a tedious task. Ttie
intent.of these tasks is to look for what may be genera]: abilitydeficits
in our lop-reading ability recruits. -
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READABILITY RESEARCH IN THE'NAVY

Thomas E. Curran

A great dealaof concern has recently been voiced with regard to the
quality of instructional and maintenance Manuals in the Navy. Men, both
on the job and in the classroom, have tended tie have problems using manuals
.due to the difficulty of both text and graphics, inadequacies in content,
lag time in updating, etc. The thrust of this paper is with the first of
these deficiencies, but its conce9tration differs from that often found in
work on readability. Readability4 per se., is not a difficult problem if
one assumes as its operational definition a "readability formula score."
As measured by readability formulas, almost anyone can write readably. One
simply uses short words and short sentences. Given these, the "readability"
of the material wIll be at a high ("easy") level when indexed by the most
common formulas. Obviously, this is a simplistic view, particularly for
technical writing. Technical writers (nearly all writerkpreparing Navy
materials) cannot always obey the dictum to use short wordi: What "easy"
word can be substituted for "oscilloscope," for example? But even for
these writers, readability need not be,a severe problem. One nust nerely
Aodify the above description to say "use familiar words and short.sentences"
and modify the readability assessment procedure so that long familiar words
do noe inflate the reading grade level (RGL) of the material. A major
part of the R&D effort in the field of readability should therefore be
directed at identifying long words which are known to be familiar to the
intended audience and effectively transmitting this information to the
writer. This topic will be discussed in other contexts at a later point.

There is a second characteristic Of writing that deserves special
attention--comprehensibility. There,seems to be some misapprehension in
the literature to the effect that higt readability ensures comprehen-
sibility. Only if readability is taken to include good "style," smooth
flow of ideas, avoidance of complex sentence structures, etc. is this the
case. Note that this represell0 a rather drastic departure from the
operational definition of readapility suggested above, and, in fact, .

closely resembles the accepteeddefinition of comprehensibility. But
the position is-taken here that they are clearly two different copcepts.
At this.point in time, readability formulas cannot adequately assess
characteristics such as style and sentence structure. It is true that
readability and comprehensibility often,go hand in hand. The nursery
rhyme 'Nary Had A Little Lamb" is written at a very low level of difficulty,
and because of the structure of its sentences, its simple words, and its
easy flowing sOrle is also quite comprehensible. But examine the other
extreme (unlikely as At would be coming from any rationale author). If

the words in the rhymewere "scrambled," with the length of sentences lefti
intact, its readability score according to formula would be.identical to
that of the original version. Yet its comprehensibility would be reduced
enormously. In between- these two extremes fall countless exampled of writing
Which vary along each of the two dimensions. In short, comprehensibility,
like readability, its a property of the written material, and when the work
is done carefully the two are at least moderately correlated. But bear in
mind that the former cannot be directly assessed by means of existing
formulas.
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To further complicate the issue; there is really no point in speaking0.4
of either readability or comprehensibility unless the intended audience is
taken into account. Twn characteristics of the audience (other than
general reading ability) are of prime importance: the background knowledge
possessed and the degree of motivation involved. The adult reader faced
with the scrambled version of "Mary Had A Little Lamb" might comprehend
it reasonably well because of repeated exposure to it in the past, and
might find it to be a stimulating (i.e., motivating) puzzlelsolving ex-
perience. The same strings of words seen by a child for the first time
would probably be incomprehensible, even though the individual words theth-
selves could be decoded.

Lest one be misled by the above statement!, it shquld be made clear
that readability is NOT a trivial.issue. It is a necessary, but not a
sufficient condition for highquality Manuals. All other factors being
equal COMPREHENSIBILITY requires high READABILITY, and one step reMoved,
USABILITY requires high COMPREHENSIBILITY:. If a manual is not readable,
the student or technician will not even attempt to use it once he hip
been stymied by its difficulty at the outset. He probably will avo/R it
from that time on, just as would anyone presented with a tome replete
with long words which he cannot decode. But to be readable is not enough.
If the manual is'not also comprehensible, the man possibly will not be
able to use it despite his need for the information that it contains. AncU,
the problem again is.noikeven that simple. Material can be virtually.un-
readable according to a formula'score and yet one who is vitally interested
in the topic and/or needs the information regardless of the effort required
to obtain it may slave his way through it despite the writer's opposition.

The interactions among readability, comprehensibility, and usability
(all propsFties of the material) and reading ability, comprehension ability,

.motivation; and background experience/knowledge (all properties of the user)
should provide the oveeall model for any R&D effort in improving Navy
manuals.

In the third quarter of Fiscal Year 1975, the Navy Personnel Research
and Development Center (NAVPERSRANDCEN) was tasked to investigate the read-
ability and comprehensibility of technical manuals (TMs). An extensive
survey of the literature was undertaken to determine the state-of-the-art
in this area and report findings (Curran, 1975). The conclusions of this
author were that the area of readability and comprehensibility has been
covered in breadth but not in depth. A dilemmia appears,to have evolved.
Formulas can be applied efficiently--autama on has become the rule--but
it is possible that only judgments of the ma al by readers can pro-

/PU.9 an index of its comprehensibility.

Prediction of Readability

This author makes the same distinction between prediction of readability
and production of readable writing as put forth by Klare (1975). This
section deals with the first of these probims while the following sec-
tion deals with the latter and the interaction between the two.
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'Readability Formulas: General
.

. I

The most common method for predicting the difficulty of a given
piece of material is the readability "formula." A greatfmany of these
have been developed, with'the majority using as variables some index of
sentence difficulty and individual word difficulty. Reviews of these
formulas up to 1960 can be found in Klare (1963); Klare (1974-1975)
reviews thase.developed after 1960 and modifications to earlier ones.
Reference in this paper will be made to only five such formulas: the
FORCAST formula, the RIDE scale, the Fog Count, the Flesch Reading Ease
(RE) formulas, and the Dale-Chall formula.

In general, the prediction of readability by formula involves "counts"-
of various camponents of writte material and, using passages of known

411adifficuAty as criteria, compu regression equation on the counted
characteristics. CoMM

r
only, the iterion passages are developed using the

"cloze" technique. This procedure, which is of concern throughout this
paper, involves extractftg verbatim passages from the material and deleting
every nth word, replacing each with blanks of standard length. Normally,
every 5th word is deleted, resulfiing,in five versions of the.test for each
passage (deletion of words 1, 6, 11, ... n, up to 5, 10, 15, ... n). Thus,
each word in the passage is deleted once across the fiveltversions.-, Subjects
of known reading ability are asked to fill in as many of-the deleted words
as they can, without having first read the intact passage. ding

,

level at which 50 percent of subjects can fill in approxima 'per-
cent of the missing words is usually taken as the reading gra el (ROL)
of that passage.1 This "scaled" RGL is then used as the criterion for
regression of the counted variables.

As an example, Bormuth (1969) used this procedure fot deriving a
number of readability formulas. He examined, in an extensive cort161a-
'tional study, approximately 170 different variables, Such as vocabulary,
syntactic complexity, and parts of speed', and their relationship to the
difficulty of written Material. He first determined the correlation of
each of these variables with the difficulty of 330 100-word passages as ,

scaled with the cloze technique. He then entered the variables into g
regression equation to determine which af them in combination best pre-
dicted the'difficulty of the passages. The outcome of this.study was a
series Of formulas, each designed for a different purpose, incorporating
the "best" of the variables for predicting the difficulty of other writing.

IRCL is comgarable to, but not equivalent to, school grade; it is a
somewhat arbitrarY level at which a particular grade srgient should be
able to read with satisfactory-comprehension. 40 percWIrcorrect on
the cloze test has been shown Co be approximately equivalent to a 75
percent score on a multiple choice test on the material.
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The Flesch "Reading Ease" Formula

Probably the most widely used (and most consistently.powerful) of
the readability formulas is that developed by Rudolf Flesch (1948). This
formula,termed the Reading Ease (RE) formult--uses -as variables the
number of words per sentence and the number of syllables per 100 words
of text as its variables. The o'riginal RE formula is presented below:

READING EASE = 206.835
111 - 1.015 (words/sentences) .

- .846 (syllables/100 wotds)

This formula was developed in much the same manner as described above,
except that the criterion was set of standardized passages rather than
passages normed for the specific purpose by the cloze technique. The
formula indexes the difficulty of material on a scale from 0-(practically
unreadable) to 100 (extremely easy). Using:this index, the,RGL can be
determined from a conversion table.- The,RE formuA was developed and
validated on children and civilian adults, with reading material appro-
priate to these samples, and its usefulness for assessing the difficulty
of military teclloical or instructional writing is therefore suspect. In
order to overcome this problem, Kincaid, Fishburne, Rogas, and Chisson
(1975) recalculated the formula using Navy enlisted personnel reading Navy
job-relevant literature..2 In the process of this recalcill'ation the RE
formula was also revised to produce RGL directly without having to take
the extra-Step of converting "reading ease" to RGL via a conversion table.
The redalculated version of the RE formula is shown below:

GRADE LEVEL = .39 (words/sentences)
-+ 11.80 (syllables/word)
- 15.59

The RE formula has the advantage of being relatively simple to compute
Tanually and is adaptable to automation as well. Klare, Rowe, St. John,
and Stolurow (1969), among others, have developed a computer program
which provides the RS index based on the original Flesch formula. It -

remains a fairly simple task to revise the prograwfor the recalculated
version of the formula.

Application of the'Reading.Ease Formula

Based on the RE formula's consistent validity when compared with
other foriillas and its relative ease of manual computation, the Chief cif
Naval Education and Training Support "Readability Working Group" used the
formula in an analysis of all Navy rate training manuals (RTMs) to deter-
mine their difficulty. Biersner (1975) reports on this effor6. He

2These authors also recalculated two other formulas--the Automated
Readability Index and the Fog Count--which will be addressed at a later
point.
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analyzed 185,Navy RTMs: using bOth the original Flesch formula and the
revision by Kincai4 et al. (1975). (As with.Biersner, this formula will
be referred to herein as.the Kincaid formula.) Biersner's work illustrates
vividly tfie importance of'the prOiction:of readability in general and to
the Navy,in particular. Bear in mind,,preughout the discussion to
follow, that RTMs.are a major source, of,information required by Navy
perdonnel for Advancement in rate. Twenty-five samples were taken from
each of these.manuals, their difficulty was determined.;.end the average
for the entire manual was computed. Considering only the Kjncaid formula
(whith it considered more appropriate for Navy writing),,the range of
difficulty of the 185 RTMs was from an RGL of8.82 ,(for Basic Machines)
to one of.416.26 (for Disbursing Clerk 1 & C) wifilfp median RGL. of about
12.6. That is to say 50 percent of the RTRsliere writtenlitA level of
difficulty (as indexed by the formula) such that a "beginning college
reading level" would be required to understand+em. This should be
interpreted with cautiRn, however. There is lelebne=to-one correspondence
between the difficulty level indicated:by aQ.adabiliy formula and the
ability of a persón to profit fromothe wriyen material. Biersner (1975)
makes this point when he says, "The relat nehip between RGIes (aa.deter-

, mined by ny of the reading formulae which are 4*ailable) and reading
comprehendion or performance effectiveness Ps not well established, 40'

despi the importa ce of reading o the-development of most other ,
skil (p: 7). T1 may well be thak the mere'presence pf a Navy recrui3
in the naval mileau may be sufficien for him to comprehend xhe necess4y
elements of the RTM required for adva cement. But thiajoes potnt up the
issues raised in the introduction. A formula can,index,ebe readability-:
Oi material, but (at least as'yet) no formula can indelF3Its comprehensi-

/bilitY. jt is clear that the value of writing can be aCcurately deter-
mined only froM within the framework of an overall model-tbe readability.
and the comprehensibility of the material ancithe state of:the user in
terms of. motivation; background knowledge, and eiperience,-eic. But at r' 4)

face value, assuming all other factors to be equal, the 'comparisen betwOen
the AGL of.the manualslis reported by Biersner and the reading abilitie's
of recent Navy recruits (Duffy & Nugent, Notel) shwa a quite amment

. .

uman-manual miiMetch." This comparison ie presented-in Figures gand 2%
k. .

Figure 1 indicates the full,range.of the,.RPLE, of the RTMi from the one .*

manual et the 8th grade'RGL to those at the 14th and above; Reading
abilities of recruits (as measured by t.he Gates-MacGinitie test),.are shOwn

4for the same intervals. The fact that nb readfilg abilitiei:are ',shown for of

levels above 12th grade is an artifatt, due simply'to the fact that,the
ceiling for this test is.at the 12.0 leve Figure 2 presentstheeame data
in a different perspective. Here, readin abilities are indicated by per-

.

centages from grade 4.0 (and below4 to grade 11.0 (and above).. All RTMs
ilhose difficulty exceeded 11.0 according to formula score are-bulked

4 ntothe latterjntervaa. Noting the cumulative percentages (Alain at
face value) it would be Possible that approximately 24 percent of these
recruits could read only one RTM--the single manual inothereample be?9,1
the 9.0 level. To interpretOlurther,'approximately 82 percent of theiRTMs

8 3.
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#4. t-
.:481-e written at title 11.0 1 t above; only 45 percent of"the recruits

, 'dere tesfed as rekding at." 1.0 level or Above. And one further,
illustration of the mism not indicated in the figures) deals with

(,..tAe manual Basic Military Requirements. The RGL of this manual is 10.85.
,l(nawledge of its contents are requited for advancement to E-3. Yei its
"difficulty level is approxaliely.the as the median readintlevel
of the over 21,000 recruits. po ble that 50 percent of the entire
sample would not be able to s manual. Clearly, our ability to

j'predict the difficulty leve ten meterials is of immense'value.,
The data discussed above gi ery indication that certain RTMs
should probably be revised d in difficulty level unless reading
*abilities can be increased.

N
addition to.the,striking findings reported abave, another
Blersner's work deserves mention. As noted earlier, the
n of the reading ease lormula involves a count td syllables,

words,:and sentences. While this cap be accomplished relatively simply
'01th nothing more-than a paper and pencil, Biersner reports on a device
welch greatly facilitated th* giant task of his analysis.- Biersner directed
Lthe development of an electro-miechan cal counting device whicti(would permit
more rapid-and reliable gathering of tbe data. This device ttok the form
of a ,"stylus"Awhich, when pressed to a surface, trips a microswitch, which
.in turn activates a counter. A relatively unskilled person usidt this devicela
canilhlrefore press the stylus to the working copy at the end of A syllable, "F
Word., or sentence, and thaf variable would be indexed by the counter.
'Biernser (1915) reports that- "It kade data colleCtion over 30 percent

,-:taster, while maintaining high reliabilitiee" (p. 17).

411,
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' tural variables in'Army training literature, includin4 words,Per-sen ce,
!"Awnumber of itidepen440t.clausea, numlfg.i*pf one-syllable words, and total'?- -

number of.syrlables. They Were also dissatisfied with the traditional
dability formulas for use with military writing. They state;

,

The fact that the formulas have alidity Coefficients*

"."e

Technical Terms and Measurement of Difficulty

A major probltm with most readability-formulas (as-alluded to,above)
is that they were developed and validated using either school children
or civilian adults. There is good reason to believl that the abilities
of a child reading at the 6th grade level (for examge) and of a Navy man
also reading at the 6th grade level are quite different. Again, the

environ%ent itself may be expected to account for perhaps great
differences in tile words with which the person is familiar. This problem' '
is even more acute when one is concerned with technical writing. Since
word difficulty is usually indexed in terms of the length of the word,
the technical tegms encountered on the job will Lnd to inflate read-
ability formulagicores. Yet it is probably nonsense to assume that an

- electronic technician woull be unfamiliar.with the word."oscilloscopd."
Traditional formulas have not addreseed this problem directly,,and Yet
they must. It is aaalagous ta the ongoing theme of this paper: The fact
that a readability formula indexes a piete of writing as "easy" or
"difficult" does not ensure that it will appear t way to the intended
user. T questions seem to be at issue here: what degree do technical
terms in te the analysis (since they seldom exceed about 15 percent of
the tota umber of words), and, indeed they are a problem,.by what
meani ca the difficulty of techniaal Writing ba realistically indexed?
The f#rst -61f these questions is a basic empirical one, 'and should be an-
swered before proceeding with R&D involving the second question. Ad4i-
tional formulas, and measurement considerations not involving formulle,

ll be discossed,belowo..4aking these R&D.priorities into consideration4

, t

The FORCAST diCRIDETZ6ulas
, t=. 11

..4,. ,

.:-
4,

Caylor, Sticht, Fox,A :and Fordj1973) made an'attampt to allay the .

problem of using formulas dstived ftom'civilian samples in determining
thediffiCulty of *litaxy wriVng. they examined a total ot.45 Str

dik

of sloput .70 for predicting the p ormance of school 0
children on reading comprehension te$ts indicJes ,that
they account for roughly 502 of the variabil y in-reading

'performance of children. It is likely that they may
account for /ess variability in adult perfirmance,
eipecially since material containing large numbers of
technical terma Would in .se the estimate ofldifficulty.

O
mqvade by the4readability go* as. (p. 6)

0
_

.

.

.

Ak they thetefore eAaminedob-relevant materials from ilifVe Alilitiry
occupIrtional specialities 0404sLkin the Army,,,..!.ming scaled *GLs a ja,s
material (loaded on th* cloze fen) as a criteion, and computed regression

4i--
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equations with the 15 variables'. They und that the.number of one-
syllable words-alone correlated .86 wit the criterion clozg score., and
that, the addition of either one or two additional variables to the.equa-
tion produced no significant increase in this correlation. They there
fone included only this varifkle--number Of ne-syllable words--in their
formula, which was termed "FORCAST." This formula became:

FORCAST RGL = 20 - number of one-syllable words
10

4

Based on their results, and considering.that this vehicle ia:::
probably theNhost,simple count to achieve reliably, the rationale for-
recommending the one-variable fo-rtida seems sound. It should-be noted,'
Alowever, that others have found that the addition of a sentence-iength
Oafiable adds considerably to predictive power. Kincaid et al. (1975),
for example, found,that th addition of a'sentence difficulty_fsctor to

5

the woid difficulty va- able increased the "coefficient of determination"
(indicating the degre of shared variance between the preitifted grade
level and7OMprehension ofthe test passage) from 41.6 percent to 57.2

. percent. Tao- is a sizable increase in power, indicating that the findings
of Caylor et al. (1973) might be reexamined to deteriine if the difference .

io;,g
in power outweighs the eaae-otcomputatiod..-

A

.-1' arver (1974,1000 alSo develoPed a single-variableformulaL
which he'_termed the XIME.Scale (an acronakfor Reading In-put:DifficuSty*
EstimWscale). The variable used in 611"formula is simply the average

410 number-.0f letterwier word,(1pw) in a passage. There are five levels which
indexRIDE difficUlty: Level1 (up to 4.01,Ew), Level 2 (4.1 to 4.5

At lpw); Level 3 (4.6 to 5.0 lpw), Level 4 (5A-to 5.5 lpw), and Level 5
-x:.-. (5.48 lpwand above). Thisfoteula wobld appear tolpuffer from the same

deficiency as the FORCAST1tOrputs. .That is, it considers onixiword dif-
. .

ficulty and ignores sentence length. Further, it 'remains tAPPF-seen how
this formulafottld hold up with technical writing cgitsining long but
familiar terMi', in view Of the faCtIthaeit was,valfaa0110on the Miller-

0 Coleman passage (Aquino, 1969)"uSing'sChooi Children. -itig'question should
) a'e.tesaild tcAdeterminiw N;alidity.

%;:..,;. 4r-
°:.

4f' Carver wóritnn thejindings of Bormuth (1966, 1969), who
showed that the nu of letters :ief'word wksone_of tha laghest single
correlates of the clozejaitficultol 130 100-w04ipeextmemes.
According to Bormuth (1969) Only.* Dale "Lon104111rAbrie4ated more

A *light* as a single ,Attable thaii4deber of lettii*iee,;r:rd (and *iv
orty-.400). :Jt should-b$ notedThoweger, that boi'h ttiedeYvaVables -deal

$sfith weld length/familiarity apd do not touch upon sentence'diffi-
14y. It lies been ahowncconsis4q1y that word length or iamiliarity

.:COupts fot.alifeater ani8unt of **lance than does sentence length. _If 40,

ies.tiijor goelis to.devise a. nediction formula containing only one
vatiable, thenAhi. O'Nthe-RIDE 0 e would be sound. It se

worthwhile,'hovilie. fUrther.,the-p entigl increase in predic
%- tive poVer with the.ad4iti& A a eent Tieulty factor.

.-.. . ..

'

-...c..
. .. ..;,-/
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Borhuth (1969) did go beyond the examination of single variables
in isolation. He con&ucted an extensive corttlational study using approxi-
mately 170 different,yariables, of which lpw was &le. As a first step,
he dctermined the cor'relation of each of these variaples singly with the
scaled ifficulty level of passages as referred4Osabove. However, he
then we4it on to determine, %wing mUltiple regrestIon-techniques, which
of these Variables in combiftation yielded the best predictive power. He
arrived at four basic passage lengtfi formulas (each of which was computed
against four different criteria). Two of these formulas (termed "unveil-
stricted") employ large numbers of variables and are clearly unsuitable
for other than very sophiiiticated automated computation. (Interestingly,
neither of these basicJormulas includes lpw as a:variable.). To exemplify
these formulas, and coniidering the fact that automation seems obvious
to'become theTule for the ultimate anilysis of difficulty, the "short form"
of the unrestricted ioimula will-be described briefly: This formula
consists of eight different variables plus the square of the two of these,
totaling 10 entriles in ilhe formula. The'eight basic variables are (1)
number of Dale Long List words, (2) letters per'minimal punctuation unit
(and its square), (3) number of,"referentlal repetitiollanaphora" (and
its square), (4) numbersof numerical moons, (5) numberiOf derived adjec-
tives, (6) number oiOtommon nouns, (7)'number of relative clauses, and
(8) number of "class inclusive anaphora." It seems obvious that the pre-
sent state-of-the-art of readability aniTYsis does not permit efficient
application of such a complex formula. Its welation with the mean cloze
criterion (.874), however, is exceeded only hat of the even more com-
plex basic unreetricted formula (.889). 'The'kueition veins (even &is-,
regarding computer atate-of-the-art) whether these relations represent

,. dimfnishing resAirns ovet= the sometatiower cortelat ons of4the much.moye
simple manual ahd mach* computationitormulaa deaFribed below.

_4 * ._

4ft.,

Looking at the letters Petword variable alone and comparing it'

to the two lormuth livmul4s which include it and other variables, the
results are as folllit:

(1)4Atters per word alone correlated .721 with mean eloze scores.
(For the purpose of this only mean cloze score will-be examkied.)

dio

(2) 'Letters per woa, when Combined with lettera per minimal
puhctuation unit in the lanual coMeUtation formula, correlated .808 witph it
wein cloze score (and .833 in cross,validation5):

. .ot

(3) lettere' per word, when combined with iumber of Dale Long List
words and words per sentence in Bormuth's.machine cothputation formula,
correlated .833 with the criterion (and .920 in cios41414datibn).

.

,

3Croas-Alidation was accbmplished by applying(the formulas to 20
passageltof 275-300 words.each taken.frop earlier work by BOrmuth (196.).

.;4.0
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Disregarding the fact that each of the correlations increased:An
cross-validation, the addition of.new variables to the single-jpii vari7
able resulted'in an increase in observed (or shared) varianCe of from
14-17 percent. It remains to be seen whether the additional difficulty
and possible added unreliability in'"gounting lettersixr minimal punctua-
tion'unit or words on the Dale Long 'List would offset this rather sizable
increase in predictive power. Carver reports correlations of .93 and -.94
between the RIDE scale and theii.Dale-Chall and Flesch formulad, respec-
tiSely, using the Miller-Coleman passages as crilieria., _He concludesath
for these passages,,"there seems to be little differenie- between the pre
dictive validity of Dale-Chall, Flesch, and.RIDE" (Carver, 1974, p. 12).
These discrepant findings--both of the other formulae consider settence
length and Word difficulty or familiarity--remain to be.explained.

'The Fog Count

The Fog gount,`Ndeveloped originally by McElroy (1953) for the Air
Force, is perhaps the:mo4it simple two-variAle formula to compute manually.

"It involves Sim ly a count of the number ot;words of three or more syllables,
the total nu -of'words, And the number-of sentences and entering them
into a simplec, ula. Rather than discuss the origfnal Fog_Gount it
would seem more-spproptiate to address.theregfticAaape4:jovcount:43re-
sented. by Kincaid et al. . (475) . Actordiiodfithdra:,'Oe'i4vised
version:is "very similar" tO"the original eiCept-that a diffelipt-sub-q''
tracted conitant is used to'fadteas a problem of'over.-estimatAh en- k-

6.)

countered with the original. The Kincaid et al. (1975) recalculation Was
accomplehed using 569 Navy enlisted perspnel reading material from Navy
rate training manuals? at ltai-some'of whIchwas teshnical in natuA.
tri'both the original'aeld iralo, long katiliarfterms are treated
specially;to avollethsproblem erroneoUsly to the ...,...

difficulty of For example, "General Eisenhower" (consisting .

of a total of se _Syllables) 'is considered as one-"easy" word for the
purpose of calculating the Fog Count. ,.0ther units, such as nUmbers and
some abbreviations, are treated in a similar manner. IA woul&seam that_
a similar procedure could be applied in dealing with terOhnical_ietminology
known to be fami/lar to the user of a given piece of material. Here a
problem entersiSt is reilated to the first of-the bas4C'qUeStions f)psed
above. Before e Fog Count (or,any other futula) can be made-to)&kg
account.of such terms, the terms themsslvesmi4Oirst be ldenC -16C.
Th;e is not so easy as one might first suppinthe iield eled--

tronics, for example, a basic ditalonary ot;terminologyfor comprehension
writ'ten material could be obtained froT,:ap-examination of7books in ake
a. But to whom will thie dictioni0y4104y? Will'it be sufficient to
ve only one such dictiOnary? If there 1SonlY one., will it tpply

equally as well to the difficulty of material desAgned for basic elec-
tronics training (e..8.4"A" school) and the senikpetly office on-the
job? lensidering these questions, the research involved would- em tO-

;

"Carver points:Oa, oweVer, on the basis of later work, that Vle
Flesch a ale- all f ulas seem to be "consistently" bettetythin otherat;



be a difficult, but not insurmountable effort. And once the dictionary(ies)
is (are) constructed, there is the question of whether the additional effort
required in applying them is accopmanied by a significant and practical
gain in our ability to gear materialsdp the desired level of difficulty.
With regard to the Fog Count, and pregffming that a dictionary of,technical
terms proves worthwhile,,the present advantage of easy manual calculation
will probably reduced. the effective use of d dictionary of technical
terms will virtually demand the autwration of the predictive device. The
Fog Count in manual form, however, might even then be of value for a "rough"
difficulty analysis where automation is not available. Reference to a
"short list" of, say the 25 most common terms, could be accomplished. during
a manual count, and such words treated as "easy" for the purpose of com-
putation. Further reference to this problem will be made witH regard to
the Dale-Chall formula below and in the discussion of "production" of
readable writing.

The Dale-Chall Formula

The Dale-Chall formula (Dale & Chall, 1948) is t two-variable forri:
muaa which it based on average sentence length and the number of words in the
4)assage noe on the "Dale List of 3,000 'Easy Words," (This "Dale List" was
compiled by asking fourth'graders which of a number of worAk they "ktw.") -
To the best of this author's,knowledge, the Dale-Chall (D-C) formula as

not been validated in a miliAary setting. It is discusse ere because
it has consittently been found to be highly valtd wben camp ed with other
fomplas in non-military settings,eand because it offers a "model" for
contruction of a techniclidictionary or lookup list such as discussed
_above. Again, presuming that the appropriate technical terms hpve been
identified, such terms could possibly be simply added to the Dole Litt.
Then, when encountered in text (since they are on "the lise), they would
be considered,uknown" or "easy"!,--and not contribute to the diffidditY index .

of the passagp. If research indicates that a technical dictionary does ,

improve our prediction dAlity for military writing, the D-C woulebe re-
commended for use dueto its "track recoid" Of validity.

-. $
,

Other Methods of,Measuring Difficulty ,

.
,

a The diove discussion has considered only the prediction of read-
abillik by basically_fltatistical" methods.' Mention ,hheuld also be made of s

0146 othen metHodsfor.determining the readability,and comprehensibility of
wriOlen mateslalliumIlle firsroUthese involves'a judgmeneof the quallty
o teriiliBTP4WRICS7ho read a passage and c..pare it to some standardAV their oun, eXperiehr4 of job reading requiremengs, Carver (1974) ex-

<, _

!mined this procedure using 'his "RaudApg Scale." A maror advantage of this
method over-that of formulas is that style, seqtence structure, etc. can be
assessed by tir reader, a task which formulas- ile unekle to carry (Nth
In Carver's approach, judges who.qualify on the 'Rauding Scale Qualifica-

''tion Test" are asked..to judge samplepessams and categorize thim actording ..

,to a set of six "anchor passages." dalag Me averagerating of three 4,0
'judges, sire level for the argerpassage is deternilhed, In short,

91)
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Carver found the correlatioap between Rauding Scale judgment and the RIDE,
Flesch, and D-C formulas to Irange from .74 to .84. These moderately
hire' correlations'indicate that human judges are taking into account
illaracterlstics of writing similar to those U'Sed in calculating the for-
la scores. It seems .equally obvious, however, that human judges are

considering "something else" in_their ratings; what this might be one
can only surmisei. Carver (1974) hirppt,heSizes that.theAauding Scale-
reflects "the difficulty of,tbR.Fideas Or sondepta-in a passage," and
Andicateswhen.Ohoppyseiitences and inappropriately inserted little Words"
make-maAWalhAkAO:lt,oread'and understand (than a statistical estilate

..164144141dIttdOk.Tiii:Mijor disadvantage of the use of human judgeaTn
'apSSasMent of readability And comprehensibility is simply availability-r

availability of time and of personnel._ For such a procedme to be used
effectively with the vast amount'ofAmaterial with which ME liavy is con-

, cerned would seem to be OtohibitimiOn the extreme.

Another megod for determining the quality of written material is
the "cloze test" referred to above in the context of readability griteria.
There seems to I* Considerable disagreement as to what the cloze test
actually measures. Some say\it measures readability; others use the terms
comprehensibility, comprehenafi't, or understanding. Kincaid et al. (1975),
for example, state that "subjects Were tested4;for their understanding of
the selected passages using the cloze procedure"(j. 3, emphasis added).
Sticht (1975) says "the clole test provides a valid measure of reading;,,'
comprehension" (13. 20, emphasis added). A number o writers (including
Taylor, 1953, who developed the procedure).refer t the cloze technique
..asameasure- of readability.

If the operational definition of readability is taken to bp the-
index provided by a readibility fvmulai the cloze test will not con-
sistently measure readability. The results of a cloze test on the
"scrambled" versio*of "Mary Had A Little LAMb" (for example) would
probably bear little,resemblance tothelow difficulty predicted by a
formula., Clearly, ttlis is an extreme cAM. When writing of:fairl)Nhigh
quality is eXamined there is consistently a moderate to high correlation
between doze performance:and readability as- prediced by formula. But
one would.expedt, as the general "quality" of writing decreases, this
correlation'would correspondingly drop. It does 1000eem-wise to use ac,a
measuring devicersuch a "rubber yardstick."

A correlation la also consistently fo hptween cloze scores
aad "tomikehension" Or "understanding." It ter- .13,4ell established
that-Jacloze,Score of abomML40745 percent correspondafta comprehension
test score (after ieadinfine Material) of about 75 percent. But again, it
can be shown tha.t.there are limiting factora. Apais author has conducted

whidh cloze tests were administerfd on
ubjects were then asked tota
as-all about... Only 3 subliCiaoti

°

a relatyely modest pilot st
a singl passage of about 20
precisely as possible what
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of the approximately 50 tested was able to provide evejn a "reasonable"
,approximatiOn of the paSsage cOntent. 'Yet the'mean cloze scoig over:S.4k_
subjects ,was *Proximately 40 percent: -ThiS.Wonld Seen to be at lea
an.indication that the Subjects were 01,11 "comprehending" what they w re
reading. It is anticipated that a follow-up study Will examitelthe dif-
ferences in performance When (1) a title descriptive of the content of the
passage is provided, and (2) a traditional test of comprehension is ad-,
ministered following the cloze.test. Again, since there axe clearly
limits beyond which thecloze-comprehension correlatdon will not hold up,
should We not be more precise in speaking about cloze ia general?,

It is held.here tha eloie measures comprehensibility. Klare,
Sindiko, and Stolurow (1972 take a similar position we they'say "cloze
measures the lative compr enaibility or intelligibi qty of.written
mtiarial." To reiterate an earlier statement, readability and compre-
h0Mbility are not one and the same, -Comprehensibility entails such
factors as writing stYle, sentence structure, and expectancy for familiar
words. The first two of these fa6tqrs cannot be detected at all by
avaiIaWe readability formu* The latter can be'to some extent, al-
'though the identlOication o ose words which are familiar to a given

-,.. .

audience has not yet been satisfactorily accomplished. Yet these factors -k,

(and Undoubtedly othersi-as well) are critical to performance on s cloze
test.' Multiple ,''epbedding," for exa pie,- would.most likelg cause cloze
perfosmanceto deteriorate greatly. onsider the followi g sentence:

,1- "Thfs is the ma e rat the cat the dog Tea
killed ate that lay the house that Jack built."

.
In this example--a syntactically correct sentence with a relatively

low level of difficulty acOrding to furmula--a person encOunterigg it
for the first time woulelikely have a very-difficult time with a cloze
version. .Style--that undefinable characteristic; of writing--will cause
even greater problems. There seems to Se little doubt that'the smooth flow
of ideas7with few departures from the "standal-d syntax", enhances the prob-
ability the? theword which oCcurs to a reder fpt-imen "set" will .be
the correct one. In short, it is considered thkt-l_tbiw*oze test should be
considered a supplement to a readabili,ty."tormulS:i-.0.7* that a passage
ignireadable (as predicted by a fOrRula), the'cloze per '.. ance of-a set-of
subjects.slmilar to the intended audience of the passage should ensure that
the material is also comprehensible..

1 4

'r 1.
Assessing Job Reading Requirements .

J ._.'si,
_
..:

,P1- C

Formulas; judgments, and cloze secirei all2leirly play'a role in
cleterminiAg the lvel.of ability required by a user of written materials.
They do not, howev'er, give an indication of the reiding abelty requtred

,a specific job or even of the reading, required for that job. 'The Navy-
,./

Personnel Research and DevelOpment-Center.(NAVPERSRANDCEN) and the HuMan
--Resources Researh Organization (HumRRO) recently set 4.ut to seek answers

to these imiortarit qu'estions. This'research effort inVolves the direct__
assessment,of job incumbents' ability to read and understaad jokreadips

,s

mater4als. 'It inVolvei a structured.interview of the job site in,-whi:mkifthg loa

men are asked tlIgteport. what specific reading Xbeylhave undertaken!in the
previous day or'to that was diroctly connected with peir worW`When a man

83 .



reports that he used a specific portion of a specific publication to perform
1"a specific job, he is asked,.tO7retrieve that same information-in the presence
Of the interyiewer. From_this interView data, a Job Reading Task Test (JRTT
battery will be construCted, containing specific tasks requiring reading
which it is known that jWincUmbents aCtually do. These, tasks will be
broken down into calLegories such as foIlowing-written directions, IuSe of
reference materials7identifying main ideas, etc. The actual materials in
each of these categories used on the job will be reproduced or used intact'
in the JRTT battery. The battery will4 t4en be normed.on a Sample of recruit -

personnel of known reading abilAty but not possessing job-specific skirls'
and knowledges. Once the reading ability.requiredlor each of the-tasks
is determined, hey will be submitted to job inoumbeifts:for judgments of
the criticality,of,each,and the frequency with which "ed'il is performed.
The.final_prodUct wilbean inventory of Various typeacof tasks and the
reading level,a6SoCiated withtpach, The4inventory can then be-used for
estabAshlArgeneral readingreqUirementa:.forjulx_Navy training or job
sit inn:77-In short, the inVentory:wiil takefit possible to determine the
na Ot-reading.tasks-n.any rating, thl criticality ok each; the frequency

,,---

tjs_perfOrmedi'and in estlimate%of the reading ability required
perform it.

Soy.

agile be seen elpt in one sense, this is an aiternative tO the
. **ability formulas in,assessing the difficulty of materials de-

a ipecificAjob. It has the advantage, however, nf determining
ng.abilities required for specific materials known to be used on
b, whereas using.formulas, some (or perhaps mach) of the material.

_pled is not actually used by job incumbents (such:gas "thiory of -opera-
tion" for example). Put another way, the:Iact that Written material is
"designed" for a particular job does not nellissatily mean that it ip
required to perform that job. Needless to say, the JRTT method does not
supplant the need for formulas, judgments, or cloze tests.'Nhen any new,
mAerist'it sent into the fiel$4 it is obviouslynecessary to ensure, as
far aSposSable, thAt the material will be satiefactory-ln-Aerms of read:-

andCbmprehensibility. :Whether it Will 'be used, these tests, will
not sayl The ultimate 'tests of its usability must come from the man-on
the job.

- In additlpn to providing informatton as to the reading ability
required to perforwparticular jobs, iei4\hoped that information regarding
"readership" WIll also eterge: ,Thak is, does gap between reading ability
and, difficulty of required job reading materials influence the extent to
which men report using, thOse materials. <In discussing a similar'study
for the Army; Sticht (1975) reports.that "the more able the reader, the

'4ireatethe reported use of printed Materials" (p. 52).-

Summary

Summarizing thvarea of prediction of readability and compre-
hensibiirity, it seemeolgar that not just one, but a nutber ol,Approaches:,..

;should be used.to promote higli quality written matetials. Readabilityis,
a besic characteriatic and, ir its operational'sense, muat be assessed: '

d,
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according to a formula. But this is not sufficient. The comprensibility
of.the material must be assured-by.means of cloze tests or human judg-
ments, if-possible. Which formula should be used to predict readability,
and which technique(s) should be used to assess comprehensibility are

.'stillMatters-open to question. And finally, to ensure that job readils
mAterials are matched to reading abilities of job personnel, a technicide
Such as the JRTT Inventory being developed'by NAVPERSRANDCEN and HumRRO
should be considered for Navy-wide use.

Production of Readable Writing
a.

General

Predicting the difficulty of written material "after the fact" is
a major problem, but equally .or more important is the problem of.produting
"readable writing" in the first place. For this latter task there is no
"formula" which ohe :an directly apply. Writing is an'ART as well as a
SKILL. While it,is.probably'impossible to tell someone how tp "do art"
there should,be some techniques by which the writer's skill can be en-
hanced. This is the concern .of this section, and in general, can be
conceptualized as i three-part problem:'

(1) Can a writing style guide be developed which will serve
as a "job performance aid" for good Writing?

(2) Given that a writer is both skilled and artistic in:his work,
caMilitary Specifications be provided him so that his product conforms to
our needs?

(3) How can we best provide the writer with "tools" to ensure
that specified standards Are being met?

. Readability formulas play a part in the production process, Uit as .
pointed out so clearly''by Gunning (1968), "formulas are tools, not
rules . . . warning systems, not formulas for writing."' Pro#uCtion is not
simply the opposite side of the coin from prediction, although the.tWo pro--
ceases are inextricably related. The two processes can be thought of as
iterative: one writes, then assesses the difficulty of the writing, then
rewrites, then reassesses, etc. The interaction between the two will be
examined more thoroughly below in the contexts of specific writing aids.

Research in the area of readable writing does give some cause for
optimism, but for caution as well. There have been a fairly large number
of studies which have shown clearly that experimental manipulation of
writing variables can make a significant difference in comprebensibility.
In general, these experimenters (many of them conductirig Ph.D dissertadion
research) have taken Original passages.and written easier and/or harder
versions as indexed by readability formula scores. In examining tgese
sources,.the problem is one of specifying precisely whatwas changed to
make the readability different. Most have reported that they modified word
and sentence difficulty and littleelse, presumably because these are the

9 7
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two variables common to most readability formulas. .Most writers would
argue, however, that such change's are either not slifficient or are too

simple-minded for such'a complex task. It is here\that a word.of cautioh
is in order. There sdems to be little doubt that)pechanical shortening
of words and sentences will do little, if anything, other "than improve!
readability formula scores, with scant chance of Improving trie reader's
comprehension,. At the extrAme, it is clear that a writer with ulterior
motives could certainly produCe.writing that gets a better readability.
score and yet be less comprehensible than the original version. It.seems

clear, then, that4n the research studies mentioneeabove, the modifica-
tion of-surface,Atiables (i.e., wordlength, sentence length; etc.) have'
incidentallygliesulted also in changes to deeper (or causal) variables.
This is a'research question which is virtually untouched and yet which
ia critical to the understanding of,how to make writing mire compre7
hensible.

Style Guides

The first facet o.the problem of readable writing as mentioned
above--style guides to aid the writer--would profit immensely from the
research just suggested. The guidelines put forth by existing style
manuals are based largely on intuition with little, if any, emgrical
base. It may be that such manuals Rre of no help to writers. They have
existed in profusion in our'libraries for years; and yet we are still
suffering from inferior written materials. One must concludejfrom this
that such guides are.either noe used.by writerh of military materials or
that the information they contain Ili inadequate to the task of telling "how
to write." Information provided this authot by Dr. G. R. Klare (personal
communication) indicates that the problem lies, at least in part, with
the latter of these possibilities. Klare reports that in reviewing 15
source books (10 writtert specifically for technical writers) the agree-
ment among authors as to specific suggestions was quite low. The sugges-
tion "use short words" (for examPle),(Oich one might expect all authors
to agree upon, was mentioned in only tile) of the 15 books sampled. Out-
right disagreement was found for such alternatives as Pbe concise" versus
"be complete," and hkeep paragraphs short" versus "vary paragraph length."
In view of this apparent uncertainty,among "experts" on writing, it is
not surprising that much of bur material is unacceptably difficult. It

is felt that progress is being made in this aredwitlethe Publication of
style guides specifically for the military writer. Under contract with
the Naval Sea Systems Command, fbr,emample, BioTechnology, Incorporated
produced a guide titled "Requirements ahd Criteria for Improv ng Reading
Comprehension of Technical Manuals" (Post & Price, 1974). T)Iis guide

contains 17 htests" for improving the quality of technical iting in the

three areas of Organization, Technicaik Communication, and eadability.

The seven tests dealing specifically J.th readability an,.comprehensibility,
in abbreviated form, are as follows:5

41P

5Thia'manual assumes that the writer is aiming at'the ninth grade level;
this should be cbnsidered in interpreting the tests,, An answer, of""yes"

to any question indicates adequate ieadability (at ninth grade) on,that test.

9 8
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1. Heading Review. Do approximately one-half of ihe subparagraphs
have headings? Is materiarwithin paragraphs'consistent with itS heading?

2. Topic Sentence Check. Is the headihg clear? Dues the-leading
cover about three or, four topic sentences"or key pointe;

3. Words Per Paragraph Count. '" Do paragraphs average no more
'than_45 to 60 words? Are key points highlighted if the paragraph Must_
be longer?

4. Words Per Sentence Count. Do the sentences average 20 words,
or fewer? Have compound.sentences and complex,ientences been avoided?

5. Syllables Per Word Count. Does the material average about
1 1/2 syllables per word? Have short words been used whenever possible?6

6. Equipment Nomenclature Count. Is any unfamiliar nomenclature
either defined in the fext or called 2,t on, an,accompanying pictorial?

'

7. LiyoutiRevidw. Ha's double-column format been used? Isreach
graphic contiguous with the text in which it is discussed or referdnced?- .

It is bflieved that gthis manual (which also contains specific
guidelines for correc;_ing deficiencies, a large number of "rewrite
practices," and genelJus illustrations of,"good" and. "bad" material) can be
of valuable assistance to the technical writer. However, it Is vital tiat
it be experimentally tested to verify this assumption. Work is currently
qnderway which involves the,use of this guide in rewriting a technical
manual and comparing the rewritten version with the original in terms of
its effectiveness.

Military Spec1ficatons4-

A second major area of concern in,the production of readable writing
is that of communicating the needs Of the user to the technical writer.
This is a queseion of the clarityi conciseness, and completeness of .

Military Specifications (Mil-Specs) end Military Standards (Mil-Stds)../.
With regard.to readabilitY and comprehensibility, it is the opinion of.this'
writer that present Mil-Specs and'Mil-Stds offer little useful guidance for
the writer. Other matters aside, it is clearly apparent that no test of .

readability or comprehensibility has been applied to these documents theM--
'selves; One aentence picked more or less at random from one basic Mil-Spec
contained 47 words, of which 21 words were composed of three or more :

syllables.' 'Other similar exatples abound. .But more specoifically, with

6The authors augges that since manuals deal with technical terms
which cannot be elimina ed, these terms should not be included- in the

,

count of syllables. This procedure should, however, be experimentally
tested.'

..

.;
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regard to specification of readability and comprehensibility standards,
most or all such documents are woefully inadequate. One, for example,
states that "As a general guide, the level of writing should be for a
high school.graduate having,spetialized training as a techician in military
training courses."7 Even those.of us in the field of readability/compre-
hensibility (much less the engineer/writer) don't really know what a"typical
high school graduate "looks like.", And taken literally, manuals written to
this prescription (if it were possible) would automatically be excluded prom
use in at least some training courses, because the trainee would not yet
have the "specialized training" required- tO understand the manual. It

would.becomparable to the employment advertisements which specify "only
experienced Qeed apply," when the "experience" can be gained only through
the-employment.

.,.. -

_

Another, more basic Mil-Spec gives somewhat more explicit dir c-

ll

tions. It.states: "Narrative text-(those pages that consist of not ess

than )0 words in consecutive sentences per page) shall conform to e

following readability standards: The average sentence length CASLishall

not exceed 20 words . . . The average word length shall not exceed 1.60
syllables . . . The'Percent personal sentences (PPS) shall not be less
than 15 percent'of the total,"& The particular figures specified are
reasonable; if such standards were achieved, the readability formula score
would 14 at approximately.the 9th or 10th.grade level. But, one might

-,-
wonder if some writers read any further than where it says " . . . 200

- words in consecutive sentences . . .". Certsip Persons responsible for
producing-technical manuals have been hegid to say that "by definition"
their writing sever has more than 20r wards per page in consecutive
sentences; This is not to imply tha: producers or writers of manuals

. intentionally write poorly. Quite the comtrary, one suspects that they
take pride in their work just as any professional does. But the fact re-
mains that much,of our technical %4riting is too-difficfilt for many of the
intended users. More specific:guidance and perhaps, more rigid quality ,

%
,-:, control, would appear to be necessary coltditions for rectifying this'

problem. And accoinpanying such specifications, it is felt that we must
provide the write l. with toOls to meet our standards--the third general
problem in the production of readable. writing. -

Tools for Readable Writing
. t .
. . .

What tools could we provlde for writers? In-general the answer

-Involves the various methods of assessing readability snd'comprehensibility
discussed in the previous section. As indicated earlier, prediction and

7MIL-M-24100B, Manwals, Technical: Functionally Orientea Maintenance
Manuals (FOMM) foi Equipment and Systems, January 1974. ..

8MIL-M-9000C (TM),-Manuals, Technical: General Requirements foir

Manuscripts, Decellper 1460.
. .
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prOduction go hand,in hand. 'Figure 3 illustrates the iterative process

that is involved. Included.in this figure are some examples of the tools
that might be provided the writer in order to produce anacceptable product.

Basically, we see the writer producing_his "first draft," relying at the

outset.primarily on intuitiori in predicting itadifficulty. At some point,

however, a tore precise assessment of the writing should take place. This

might take the form of a readability formula'.4which the writer will be

trained to use) computed manually. As pointed out earlier,.the formulas
which are currently available from RIDE and FORCAST tO the probably more

40 precise Flesch (Kincaid) and Dale-Chall, are all relatively simple to

calculate by hand. As our understanding of the problems specific to
military writing (e.g., long; but familiar technical terms) became, better

understood, and as cost-effective and more efficient methods of analyzing

readability and comprehensibility are developed, it would seem appropriate

to automate the process of/prediction to the greatest possible extent.

several possibilities pre'sent themselves in this regard, ordered in
successively more sophisticated techniques.

One such tech
for use in the CNETS,
1975; Bunde, 1975).
stylus which, when

que is the Navy Autothated Counter (NAC) developed

dalysis of Navy Rate Training Manuals (RTMs) CBiersner,

o reiterate briefly, this device is composed of a

essed to a working surface, trips a microswitch, which

in turn activates a4Opunter. Used for counts of syllables, words, and

sentences for the Fileach and Kincaid formulas, it would be equally as ,

useful for compftidg virtually any other.formula. This could be'a cost-,

effective aid whioh writers would probably find more acceptable than using

simply paper, penil, and fingers.- This "acceptability" would probably

give greater assurance that accurate counts are in fact being made in the

field. Bunde (1975), in a test of this device, found that it reduced

the time.to compUte the Flesch formula by 46 percent aver manual counts,

with equivalent reliability. Prom the paint of view of this writer, such

a device might be consdered*As an interim technique. It is recommended,

however, that more sophisticated procedures be planned for future use.

At a somewhat higher level of sophistication are those readability

analysis techniques which utilize a specially modified electric type-

,writer. These are the Automated Readability Index (ARI) and the Reading

Ease Assessment Device (READ)." Given material to be analyzed ddring any

typing stage df the pr6duction process, these devices /(which are similax

in design) allow.the writer to determine the difficulty of his writing

as it is typed. Esdentially, these devices take account of the number

of "strokes" of.the machine to count the number of letters per_word and

the number of words per sentence to be entered into a modified Flesch RE

formula. They both require typing skill, however, which may be a draw.

'.back for some writers. In addition, their cast may be prohibitive Cal-

though,not exorbitant) for situating at the many locales at which manuals

are produced. If hawever, the cost is merranted, and if skilled personnel

aie available for their use, ihey represent a step advanced from the

t manual counting device discussed above. But in addition to the above

-factors; these devicea are Wilted in that they provide Only reaciability

scores. As will be seen below, improvement of techniq1 writing averall

actuaLly demands much more.
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PREDICTION VERSUS

INTUITION

MANVAL READABILITY FopuLA

NAVY AUTOMATED COUNTER

ARI/READ

I.

PRODUCTION

WMTER'S FIRST DRAFT

(ITERATION)

EDITOR: COMPLEX IEADABIL(TY FORMULA

TIMESHARING SY$TEM

CARET I

REVISION <

(COMPUTER COMPATIBLE TAPE)

A.

'TRUMP
I

FINAL DRAFTH-4----

Figure 3, Prediction of difficulty versus production of readable writing.
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a At.a higher level of potential, let us.oOnsider two possible
systems--one marketed by Scienilfic Sime-Shabing, Incorporaied-and the
otlier developed at Harvard Univers4ty.9

The first of these systems incorporates a modified,RE ,00mputation,
in which a sample of material can.be input to' a computer terminal which is .
connected via telephOne line to a central computer. Naterial is typed
at a remote terminal and, on signal, an almost instantaneous analysis of
the writing is printed out. A seemintly.aerantageous characteristit of

gthis technique is fts ability to reduce the impact of long technical
terms on the analysis. When inputting the material, if a Laminar but,
long technical term.is encountered, it is counted as any other word at,'
4ts first appearance7hoth as a discretesword and as a polysyllabic word.
When subsequently encountered, it can be enclosed in brackets which ex-.
cludes that occurrence from the overall analysis. The effectiveness of
this technique, however, depends entirely on the abiliy of the typist to
recognize those words which are of such interest and bracket them in an
efficient manner. Unlike the ARI or READ devices, however, it is.con-

t

sidered that the time-sharing system offers the potential for suCh
features as storing of technical terms in a lexicon and future automatic
exclusion of these terms from the analysis. It is considered that fa!,tUre

.R&D effort might well include the investigation of such potential. .

The secong of these computerized techniques is referred to as
a Computer Aided 2:evising, Editingaud Translating system (CARET I),
and was,developed by Klare et al. (1969). Like the time-sharing technique
discussed above, CARET I also provides readability analyses after the
material to be assessed has bOen input. It is felt. that CARET I has at'
least two distinct immediate4pdvan4ages over the tormer system. First,

it provides not one, but five s'epArate analyses, includj.ng the Flesch,
the Fog Index, and the Farr-Jenkins-Everson revision of the Flesch
formula. Secondly, it provides a trifle-spaced printout of the inputted
'material, indicating for each word the number of syllables .and for each

ore'adjtibt
g alterna-
g system, it

e compilation
'in1 predi6-

. sentence.the number of words. The editor/writer can ther
(as. necessary) word length andlor sentence length,,enter
tives directly on the printout. And, like 9e 'time-shar

-is interfaced with a large computer whicti would Permit t
4,

'of a lexicon and many other possibilities to assist, not
f tion oF difficultin--but in writing and rewriting.,Figure 3 shows how such

- a lexicon -(as wela as.a Key-Word-in-Context file) might "feed back" into
the various stages of writing. To exemplify the potential of such a
system, the entire text.of (for example) an electronics manual Could be

analyzed for thotfrequency of occurrence of key words at the same time
that tbe materiatis input for reaeabilfty analyses,. Theenot only those

'N's''''.,_words in the lay langdage, but also technical'terms, could be cataloged

9N bias in favor of these specific developers is intended. Other

similar (and perhaps better) systems may well exist an& not.have come to
.... the attention of this author. .

.

.
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according to their frequency and,this informatiorNdlback,to writers
for consideration either in rewriting or in original writing of new
material in'the same subject matter. area.. Optimally,, it wouldappear
that the best features of both tile preceding syttems could,be combined
to form a procedure that is efficiene, effective, and co4t7beneficial.

,

-
f

An,evedmore sophisticated systemwifuld.be one such as the Navy's
Technical RevieW and Update:of Manuals and lnbliditiOns syStem-(TRUMP)4
This system is currently undergoing test'and eYaluation at thekaval Air
Rework Faciliity, Jacksonville, Florida.. TRUMP i'S technologically moge

IL advanced than the others mentioned: basitally becaUse'oi its Optical
Character RecognitiOn(OCR) and autamatic'phatocamposition capabilities.>
This majosit possible to slectionidally scan material to be input, re-
sulting in a reported throughput rate of potentiallyjiundreds of times
greatet than withjteypunching: While no_rea4ability analisis for TRUMP,
h# as yet been implemented, it would se'q have thepotential for
virtually Spy such analysis aS well, as all ot er capabilities-mentioned

.

im(connection with previous systems. Of partidular interest for Navy
manuals, TRUMP Can automatically-process illustrations and complex 4
stables as well as running text. _Upon caMpletion,of the ongoing T&E of
TRUMP, it should be Considered a central feature of any future R&D
effort in the rea of. readabilit and camprehensigilitys

Summary

The underlying theme of this.paper has be a plea-for-reformulation
of,the basic rationale underlying research in eadability'and comprehen-
sibility. .It-recammends that fUture research bt directed ai determining fs
which of the many yariables'inValved in the readability and comprehen--
sibilitY area stand in causal relationsh:ps with the abiliity. Of persons
to comprehend the written'word. And finally it suggebts that:present
readability formulas, with perhaps some modification, are acceptable
when only readability is being.considered, but thalt a means must be
found to ensure that materials are also satisfactorily'comorehenstible.
ft seems,thatthe time has come to orient" our efforts toward implementa-
tion of what is already known'in the field, and to provide for.the military
writer the means to achieve an acceptable product considered in terms of
the needs of the user. , .
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